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ABSTRACT 
 

The ethnic demographic characterizing much of Paraguay’s Eastern Border Region (EBR) is 

heavily comprised of Brazilian immigrants and their now Paraguayan-born descendants. Often 

referred to as “Brasiguayos” - these Brazilian immigrants reside in both inclusive migrant 

communities dominated by Brazilian culture and in culturally mixed cities where they attend 

school, do business, prosper, and co-exist alongside Paraguayans. Exploring the notion of a 

uniquely “Brasiguayo” identity, this qualitative study seeks to understand the different cultural 

settings that help construct the identity of second-generation Brasiguayos living in mixed 

communities. Employing a framework based on transnationalism, hybridism, and cultural 

citizenship, this project examines the attitudes second-generation Brasiguayos hold towards their 

citizenship, belonging, and civic engagement in Paraguay. It seeks to answer questions related to 

the different cultural spaces comprising the national identity of second-generation Brasiguayos; 

their understanding of the term Brasiguayo and of what it means to have a bicultural identity; 

their perception of the challenges of cultural integration into Paraguayan mainstream society; and 

their views regarding the future of the Brasiguayos in Paraguay.  

Keywords: Paraguay, Brazil, Brasiguayo, Borders, Integration, Migration, Transnationalism, 

Identity, Hybrid Cultures, Belonging, Citizenship 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Stretching over 1300 kilometers, the movement of people along the Brazilian-Paraguayan 

border is a relatively understudied subject in modern migration and diaspora academic literature. 

The ethnic demographic characterizing much of Paraguay’s Eastern Border Region (EBR) is 

heavily comprised of Brazilian immigrants and their now Paraguayan-born descendants. Often 

referred to as “Brasiguayos”1 - these Brazilian immigrants reside in both inclusive migrant 

communities dominated by Brazilian culture and in culturally mixed cities where they attend 

school, do business, prosper, and co-exist alongside Paraguayans.  

Beginning to arrive in the late 1960s and 1970s, Brazilian immigrants today number 

approximately 600,000 people and account for roughly 8% of Paraguay’s total population 

Estrada, 2017). Ethnically different from the local population, the Brasiguayos residing in the 

EBR are primarily of European ancestry and not of the mestizo-Guarani majority present in most 

of Paraguay’s other departamentos2 (Nickson, 1981). Unlike other migrant groups in Latin 

America, they tend to have a much higher standard of living than the local Paraguayan 

population (Nickson, 2019). Brazilian immigrants have transformed the country’s agricultural 

economy, turning Paraguay into the world’s fourth largest exporter of soybean, of which some 

95% is produced by Brazilian immigrants (Nickson, 2019).  

Although they have now reached three generations living in Paraguay, Brazilian 

immigrants and their Paraguayan-born children and grandchildren remain largely unintegrated 

into greater Paraguayan society. This is due to a number of factors; including their relatively 

                                                           
1 Although commonly used to describe Brazilian immigrants that live in Paraguay and their descendants, the term 
“Brasiguayo” is a contested term that is not accepted by all. I address this issue in chapter three of this thesis. 
2 Paraguay consists of 17 Departments (Departamentos) and one capital district (Distrito Capital). Meaning 
“District” in Spanish, each Departamento is roughly equivalent to a State in the American context as each include 
their own district capital and government. 
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short timeframe living in the country, their disproportionate ownership of valuable lands 

contested by Paraguayans, and the two-directional, deeply rooted prejudices between the 

Brazilians and Paraguayans (Blanc, 2015). Despite having strong support from the ruling 

conservative Colorado political party3, many Brazilian immigrants do not participate in political 

elections outside of their respective communities and do not currently hold office in Paraguay’s 

Senate or House of Representatives (Marquez et al. 2013). Brazil and Paraguay, however, have a 

long history of uneven conflict in which Brazil plays a dominant role with considerable influence 

on Paraguayan political and economic policies.  

Exploring the notion of a uniquely “Brasiguayo” identity, this qualitative study seeks to 

understand the different cultural settings that help construct the national identity of second-

generation Brasiguayos living in mixed communities. Employing a framework based on 

transnationalism, identity, hybridism, cultural citizenship, and language, this project examines 

the attitudes second-generation Brasiguayos hold towards their citizenship, belonging, and civic 

engagement in Paraguay. It seeks to answer questions related to the different cultural spaces 

comprising the national identity of second-generation Brasiguayos; their understanding of the 

term Brasiguayo and of what it means to have a bicultural identity; their perception of the 

challenges of cultural integration into Paraguayan mainstream society; and their views regarding 

the future of the Brasiguayos in Paraguay.  

Beginning with a literature review, Chapter 1 provides historical overview of 

Paraguayan-Brazilian relations, Brazilian migration to Paraguay, and the development of the 

Brasiguayos in the EBR. Providing the theoretical framework, Chapter 2 addresses the 

                                                           
3 The National Republican Association – Colorado Party (Asociación Nacional Republicana – Partido Colorado, ANR-
PC) is a right-wing political party in Paraguay. The party was defeated in 2008 after 61 years in power, but the party 
regained the presidency in the 2013 election. With almost 2 million members, it is the largest political party in the 
country. 
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construction of the Brasiguayo identity and highlights previous research conducted on the 

subject. Chapter 3 outlines the methodological approach utilized in this research, its 

contributions to Latin American Studies, and the challenges of conducting research in the times 

of COVID. Research results are presented in Chapter 4, which are then followed by conclusions 

and recommendations for future studies.  
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CHAPTER ONE: BRAZILIAN IMMIGRATION TO PARAGUAY 
 

With an estimated 600,000 Brazilians living along Paraguay’s eastern border with Brazil 

(see Figure 1.1), Brazilian immigrants account for 60 percent of the region’s inhabitants and are 

currently the largest foreign-national demographic living in Paraguay (Albuquerque 2009). 

Despite having migrated to the EBR in the mid-20th century, the topic of the “Brasiguayos” and 

research conducted about Brazilian communities in Paraguay was not widely circulated until the 

beginning of the 1980s, nearly twenty years after their arrival. Drawing from the literature 

previously written on the Brasiguayos, this chapter examines the history of Brazilian 

immigration to Paraguay, their colonization efforts in the EBR, and the historical development of 

the existing complex relationship between Brazilian immigrants and Paraguayans today.  

 

Figure 1.1: Political map showing international borders between Brazil, Paraguay, and Argentina and the 

location of the Tri-Border area connecting all three nations.  

 

Source: Dias et al. 2018:3 
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The Triple Alliance War 

 
The majority of Brazilian immigrant communities living in Paraguay are located within reach 

of the Parana River, the geographical feature that separates the country’s EBR from the Brazilian 

state of Parana. Although frequently contested throughout colonial history, the fixation of the 

modern border on the Parana River was set in the peace treaty signed at the end of the Triple 

Alliance War in 1872 (Nickson, 1981). Latin America’s bloodiest war, the six-year “Great War” 

(1864-1870) as it is called in Paraguay, pitted the nation against three of its neighboring 

countries: Brazil, Argentina, and Uruguay.   

Having emerged from decades of political and economic isolationism under the country’s 

strongly authoritarian founder José Gaspar Rodríguez de Francia (1814 – 1840), Paraguay had 

enjoyed a period of rapid social change, modernization, and militarization in the years before the 

war. Following the death of Rodriguez de Francia (1840), the reign of Paraguay’s second dictator 

Carlos Antonio López (1844-1862) had brought about massive changes to the landlocked nation. 

These included the loosening of restriction on foreign relations, the boosting of profitable 

exports, and creating large-scale efforts to modernize the country’s rising economy such as 

building highways, telegraph lines, and one of the continents first intercity railway systems 

(Whigham 2018). Predicting danger from neighboring giants Brazil and Argentina, Carlos 

Antonio Lopez is also credited for the creation of Paraguay’s military-industrial complex, which 

during his rule grew to be the largest army in South America (Ickenberry and Schweller, 2006). 

The legacy of Carlos Antonio Lopez is pertinent in the understanding of pre-war Paraguay, 

which by the time of his death in 1862 had become both a commercial and militaristic 

powerhouse in the region. After his death, Lopez’s Napoleon-obsessed son and successor 

Francisco Solano Lopez incited the Triple Alliance War by invading deep into Brazilian territory 
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and by belittling Argentina in 1864. After a string of initial success for the Paraguayan military 

in the beginning of the war, a combination of innovative tactics and persistent onslaughts turned 

the tide in favor of the Brazilian-led forces as the war dragged on. After multiple military 

defeats, the Paraguayan army had essentially been reduced to a small group of women and 

children who, unable to defend their country, surrendered the nation’s capital, Asuncion in 1869. 

Refusing to concede to Brazilian forces, Francisco Solano Lopez then embarked on a prolonged 

cross-country chase and a bitter 14-month guerilla war. Solano’s chase, however, did not last 

long and his eventual capture and execution in 1870 marked the end of the Triple Alliance War 

(Whigham, 2017).    

Although the Triple Alliance War ended nearly 150 years ago, the results of the conflict held 

major consequences affecting both nations, many of which continue to affect the balance of 

power in South America and the precarious nature of Paraguayan–Brazilian relations today. 

Paraguay’s defeat in the war concluded with 150,000 km2 of its territory annexed by Brazil and 

Argentina, a decimation of 90% of its men, and an estimated loss of 60% of its total population 

to combat, disease, or starvation (Malta 2018). This tremendous loss of life resulted in an 

insurmountable setback to the development and industrialization of Paraguay, a lag that remains 

responsible for the country’s dire current economic condition and complicated social problems 

(Malta, 2018).   

A second consequence of Paraguay’s defeat involves the beginning of a highly unequal 

structure of land distribution, which continues to define rural Paraguay today. Paraguay’s loss of 

population and subsequent economic stagnation forced the new Paraguayan government to take 

drastic measures to replace the country’s workforce and repay the heavy debt incurred by the 

war. To cover the labor shortage, Paraguay’s male population was replaced by an influx of 
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immigrants from Italy, Spain, Germany, and Argentina4 (Nations Encyclopedia, 2013). 

Additionally, large tracts of public land were sold off to foreign companies to pay off the war 

debt imposed on Paraguay. These large estates, present from 1870 until today, have historically 

marginalized and excluded small-scale farmers and indigenous populations. As a result, modern 

Paraguay holds the highest inequality of land ownership in the world – about 85% of agricultural 

land is held by just 2.5% of owners – and small-scale farmer and indigenous groups face 

widespread landlessness (Costa, 2020).   

Paraguay today is a country much less developed and much less affluent than Brazil and is in 

fact one of the poorest nations in South America. Rivaling Bolivia for the lowest GDP in South 

America, nearly a quarter of Paraguay’s 7 million people currently live below the national 

poverty line (World Bank, 2017). Along with land inequality, income inequality in Paraguay is 

ranked among the worst in the world, where an estimated 43.8% of the national income is held 

by 10% of the population, while the bottom 10% holds only 0.5%. (Estanislao, et. al., 2004). 

Political unrest, corruption and chronic economic problems have plagued the country's fragile 

democracy since it emerged from the 35-year dictatorship of the late Gen Alfredo Stroessner in 

1989 (BBC News, 2018). Transparency International's 2020 Corruption Perception Index ranks 

the country 137th place out of 180 countries (Transparency International, 2020). Although it is 

still very high, this ranking is a significant improvement from 2004 when the country was 

classified among the six most corrupt countries in the world and the second most corrupt in the 

Western Hemisphere (Sullivan and Olhero, 2007).  

                                                           
4 White European migration to Latin America is not unique to Paraguay. Latin America was considered a 'land of 
opportunity' from 1870 to 1930 and 13 million Europeans migrated to the region in that period. In this time frame, 
approximately four million Europeans settled in Argentina, and some two million settled in Brazil (Sánchez‐Alonso, 
2019: pg. 6) . 
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Brazil, despite a period of ruinous debt following the war, was greatly propelled into the 

South American hegemon it is today. Brazil’s victory over Paraguay had helped the country 

reach its peak of political and military influences in the region, eventually becoming the Great 

Power of South America (Doratioto, 2006). Brazil’s post-war dominance allowed it to amass 

considerable power and influence in the region, which has since been used in setting Paraguayan 

governments that favor Brazilian interests. In this context, one major accomplishment of 

Brazilian influence over Paraguay was the mid-20th century expansion of westward Brazilian 

colonization beyond the Parana River and into Paraguay’s EBR.  

 

Brazilian Colonization of Eastern Paraguay  

 
With more than 60% of the country’s population decimated, the depopulation of Paraguay 

during the Triple Alliance War left the EBR as a sparse and underdeveloped region (Nickson, 

1981). Despite the region’s fertile lands and strategic position on the Paraná River, which runs 

through four countries and empties into the Atlantic Ocean, the development of the EBR was not 

prioritized until the 1950s – when both Brazil and Paraguay embarked on new programs of 

national development (Blanc, 2015). Fostering strong ambitions to colonize the frontier through 

agriculture, the arrival of Brazilian immigrants to the EBR in the 1960s and 1970s can be 

attributed to policies and actions of the military dictatorships present in both Brazil (1964 -1985) 

and Paraguay (1954 – 1989) during that timeframe (Blanc, 2015). With the aim of developing 

their respective border regions, individual national land policies were created separately in both 

Brazil and Paraguay. The subsequent implementation of these national policies created a ‘push-

pull’ effect, which, in turn, created the modern reality of Brazilian colonization in Paraguay 

(Estrada 2017).  
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As explained by Gard (2018), the push-pull theory of migration suggests that migration is 

governed by both push and pull factors. While a push factor is one that drives a migrant away 

from his or her place of residence, a pull factor is one that attracts a migrant to a new place of 

residence. According to the push-pull theory, in most cases migration is a result of corresponding 

push and pull forces. For example, if a migrant flees their home because of the push factor of 

war, they are likely to be pulled toward a region that is experiencing peace and political stability. 

Similarly, a migrant who leaves home because there are few employment opportunities will be 

pulled to a region where work is readily available. 

The large-scale colonization of the EBR by Brazilian immigrants in the 1960s and 1970s can 

be largely attributed to economic “push” forces in Brazil. Seeking to alleviate crime and poverty 

from the overcrowded cities on the Atlantic coast, the Brazilian government’s push to colonize 

the west began in the 1950s when a series of policies were implemented. Known as Marcha para 

o Oeste (March to the West), these policies’ main objective was to develop the center of Brazil 

and the country’s frontier states bordering Paraguay. Attracting peasant and small farmers from 

both northern and southern Brazil, these highly successful policies were instrumental in bringing 

Brazilians to the frontier region (Estrada, 2017). 

Cited as the strongest “push” factor, Brazilian immigration to Paraguay was a result of 

growing disparity in land prices on either side of the Parana River. As the Brazilian frontier 

region became overcrowded, rising land prices eventually led many Brazilian farmers to seek 

new opportunities and set their eyes on the undeveloped frontier across the river in Paraguay. 

Many Brazilian farmers were attracted to the EBR primarily by the availability of very fertile 

land at a price many times lower than the price of land on the Brazilian side of the river. The sale 

of their land in Brazil enabled these colonists to arrive in Paraguay with considerable liquid 
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capital, which was sufficient to buy a much larger amount of land in the EBR as well as to buy 

the minimum equipment required for mechanized production (Nickson, 1981). 

Just as the Brazilian government created “push” factors to move farmers from the coast to the 

frontier, the Paraguayan government created “pull” factors that facilitated Brazilian migration to 

the EBR.  At the same time the Brazilian government enacted their March to the West strategy, 

Paraguayan military dictator Alfredo Stroessner began implementing his government’s series of 

policies known as the Marcha al Este (March to the East). During this time, as Vásquez-León 

(2010) summarizes, core agrarian policies focused on agro-exports that benefited the state, 

intermediaries, and Paraguayan and foreign latifundistas5 at the expense of peasant farmers6. One 

such policy was the opening of the agricultural frontier to Brazilian settlers and multinational 

corporations for soy production, extensive cattle ranching, and timber extraction.  

Beginning by removing a previous ban on land sale to foreigners, Stroessner’s strategy to 

colonize the EBR was to privatize the country’s vast arable land and to attract a large number of 

Brazilians to move to the region. Offering fertile land to Brazilians at a reduced cost, the initial 

promotion of land sale to Brazilians began through the Paraguayan government agency Instituto 

de Bienestar Rural (IBR) and through colonizadoras, Brazilian private companies based in 

Brazil, selling land in Paraguay (Estrada, 2017). Going further, the Paraguayan state promised to 

finance the initial investment to prepare the land for agricultural production and assured the 

migrants of access to large tracts of land and road infrastructure that would take crops, markets, 

and labor toward Brazilian ports (Vásquez-León, 2010).  

 

                                                           
5 Latifundistas are owners of latifundios, which are defined as extensive parcels of privately owned land.  
6 See Lernoux 1982, 20–23; Formento  2003,  63–64 
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Acceleration in the 1970s 

 
Both the Brazilian government’s efforts and Alfredo Stroessner’s mission to colonize the 

EBR were highly successful and as a result, the mass migration of Brazilian colonists got under 

way from the mid-1960s onwards. About 1 million hectares, or 30 percent of Paraguay's arable 

land, had been transferred to Brazilian investors by the beginning of the 1980s (Vásquez-León, 

2010). While a steady stream of Brazilian colonists were already migrating to the region in the 

1960s, two major events in the 1970s greatly accelerated Brazilian migration to the region and 

sent the population of  the EBR soaring.  

The first of these events was the 1973 signing of the Treaty of Itaipú and the beginning 

construction of the bi-national hydroelectric Itaipú dam. What is now the highest producing 

hydro electrical dam in the world by volume, the damming the Parana River and the construction 

of the lake on the border between Brazil and Paraguay (as shown in Figure 1.2) resulted in 

extensive ecological damage and forced the displacement of 42,000 people on both sides of the 

border (Albuquerque, 2010: 66). In Brazil, many of the small farmers who were displaced by the 

construction of the dam received financial compensation and eventually migrated to Paraguay. 

While the total of Brazilians who migrated to Paraguay as result of the construction of the Itaipú 

hydroelectric dam is uncertain, it is estimated that over 40,000 Brazilian had moved to the EBR 

in 1973 alone (Nickson, 1981).  

 

Figure 1.2: Map showing the location of the Itaipú Binational Hydroelectric Dam situated on the 

Parana River between Paraguay and Brazil. 
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Source: "A Dam Mess; Paraguay and Power." - The Economist (2019) 

 

The second event contributing to the acceleration of Brazilian migration to the EBR during 

the 1970s was the explosion of the soybean industry. The sharp increase in world soybean prices 

since 1973 enhanced the attractiveness of the EBR, where soil conditions are particularly suitable 

for its cultivation. Enticed by Stroessner’s “pull” land policies and by the high probability of 

profitability from soy cultivation, Brazilian immigration to the EBR increased five-fold during 

this decade, which by 1979 included over 300,000 residents residing 200 km from the shared 

border (Nickson, 1981). Since then, the immigration of Brazilian colonists has produced a rapid 

increase in agricultural production in the fertile EBR, which in turn has had a massive impact on 

Paraguay’s modern economy. Brazilian communities continue to be the driving engine for the 
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Paraguay’s soy industry to this day, which has transformed the country into the fifth largest 

producer of soybeans in the world (“World Soybean Production | SOPA,” 2019). 

Brazilian Immigrants in the 2020s 

 
As noted by sociologist Jose Lindomar Albuquerque (2009), who wrote extensively about 

Brasiguayos, most of the Brazilian immigrants living in Paraguay today are part of two distinct 

migratory processes from the interior of Brazil. The first movement was composed of 

Nordestinos, who are in their majority ethnically mixed, European and Amerindian, from 

Brazil’s impoverished Northeastern states of Pernambuco, Paraíba and Bahia. Many of these 

Northeastern Brazilians arrived to the EBR during the early period of Brazilian migration (the 

1950s, 1960s and 1970s). Most remained disfranchised and landless and worked primarily on the 

deforestation of farms and on the planting and harvesting of mint and coffee. They worked on 

different contract systems and in their majority remained in the country illegally. For that reason, 

they had no protection whatsoever against exploitation, forced evictions and other kinds of abuse 

from powerful Brazilian landowners and Paraguayan authorities (Tiburcio, 2013). While a few 

Northeastern migrants prospered and remain in Paraguay today, the large majority have already 

returned to Brazil, as they were unable to purchase substantial amounts of land or expand 

properties (Albuquerque, 2009). 

The second movement of Brazilian migrants to the EBR brought immigrants from 

Brazil’s southern state of Rio Grande Sul and occurred in the late 1960s and during the 

acceleration of Brazilian migration to Paraguay in the 1970s. Known as Sulistas, these 

immigrants were predominantly comprised of second and third generation German immigrants, 

some Italians and a small number of different Slavic descendants, many of which became owners 

of small to medium-sized farms. These immigrants imposed a new model of intensive 
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monoculture and by the 1990s they had already dominated the Eastern Border Region, both 

economically and socially (Tiburcio, 2013). While there are still descendants of both “Southern” 

and “Northern” Brazilian immigrants living in the EBR, it is the Sulistas and their children who 

were able to purchase a significant area and transform it into the fourth largest world soy 

exporter (Albuquerque, 2009).  

Brazilian presence is very significant in Paraguay and although exact figures do not exist, 

the current number of Brazilian immigrants living in Paraguay likely exceed 600,000 people 

(Estrada, 2017). Table 1.1 below provides an estimate of the extent of the migration of Brazilians 

to Paraguay: 

Table 1.1: Stock of Brazilian Migrants in Paraguay 

Year 1943 1956 1962 1969 1972 1979 1982 

Total 513 636 2,250 11,000 31,869 150,000 250,000 

 

Year 1985 1986 2000 2001 2002 2012 2014 

Total 500,000 350,000 454,501 442,104 459,147 500,000 600,000 

 

Source:  Elaborated by Estrada 2017: 47 

 

The majority of these immigrants reside in the departments of the Eastern Border Region 

(Alto Paraná, Canindeyú and Amambay) and in the departments of Itapua, Caaguazu and 

Caazapá. Several colonies and small cities have formed in these departments since the Brazilian 

arrival, and their residents maintain varied commercial, family, and social service links with the 
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EBR’s economic hub, sister-cities Ciudad del Este (Paraguay) and Foz de Iguaçu (Brazil). While 

Ciudad del Este serves as the Brasiguayo’s center of commerce in Paraguay, the city of Foz do 

Iguaçu in Brazil works as the privileged place of access to social services, education, and 

healthcare for many of the Brazilians working and living in Paraguay. In addition, new flows of 

young migrants from small Brazilian cities close to Foz do Iguaçu move to these Paraguayan 

cities with a strong Brazilian presence and increase the flows of goods between Brazil and 

Paraguay (Marquez, et al. 2013).  

As one of the most prominent minority groups in Paraguay, the arrival and commercial 

success of the Brasiguayos cannot be understood without discussing its raison d’être – soy 

(Tiburcio, 2013). Soy is a crop used in hundreds of both natural and industrialized food products 

across the world. Heavily used in the feeding of livestock, soy has been historically lauded as a 

miracle food by some, and shunned as a dangerous carrier of natural toxins by others (Preedy 

and Watson, 2005).   

While Brasiguayo farmers are actively involved in cattle grazing, cotton, dairy, corn and 

other activities, the large majority are dedicated to the production of soy. A 2005 survey shows 

that of an estimated 600,000 soy producers in Paraguay, 40% were Brazilian, 36%, were 

German-Paraguayans, Japanese-Paraguayans and Mennonite farmers, and the remaining 24% 

were Paraguayans of a non-immigrant background (Monahan, 2005). An increase of 300% in 

international soy prices between 1970 and 1977 became the driving force of the new 

community’s quest for economic and political power. Fueled largely by China's burgeoning 

demand for soy imports and projections that these will continue to surge, along with China's 

economic growth, for years to come (Monahan, 2005). Presently, China’s growth, though less 
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accelerated with today’s world crisis, still maintains international soy prices relatively high, and 

is likely to keep fueling soy’s expansion (Menezes, 1987).   

A success largely attributed to the Brasiguayos, soy now represents 10% of Paraguay's 

GNP and it accounts for more than 50% of the country's exports (Monahan, 2005). Paraguay 

today is the fourth largest exporter of unprocessed soybeans and sixth largest producer by total 

tonnage harvested in the world (FAOSTAT, 2016). As a percentage of gross annual production, 

Paraguay exports more soy than any other country in the region, perhaps the world (Ezquerro-

Cañete, 2016). 60%-75% of all soybeans produced in Paraguay were exported to global 

commodity markets between 2000 and 2012 (Palau et. al., 2016).  

With the rising global demand of soy, Paraguay’s Brazilian immigrants have enjoyed 

immense economic success in Paraguay over the past few decades. Even though Brazilian 

immigrants include all social classes, most were rural workers in Brazil prior to becoming land 

owners in Paraguay.  Brazilian soy entrepreneurs today control important sectors of the modern 

Paraguayan economy and as a result enjoy a standard of living that is unattainable by many 

Paraguayans.  While soy has proven to be an extremely profitable activity, its economic benefits 

have not spread evenly across the country as a narrow tax base and high levels of tax evasion 

persist (Tiburcio, 2013). 

Despite economic success, or perhaps because of it, Brazilians have not been preoccupied 

about holding political office and the Paraguayan state has been uninterested in or incapable of 

integrating these immigrants into national society (Fogel 2005: 95). At the local level, 

Brasiguayos have held political office in several small cities. In 2005, for example, there were 

four mayors from Brazilian families in the cities of Santa Rita, Santa Rosa de Monday, Naranjal, 

and San Alberto and several Brazilian councilors in the departments of Alto Paraná and 

https://www-tandfonline-com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/doi/full/10.1080/03066150.2017.1384726
https://www-tandfonline-com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/doi/full/10.1080/03066150.2017.1384726
https://www-tandfonline-com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/doi/full/10.1080/03066150.2017.1384726
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Canindeyú. Although Brazilian immigrants have made political gains within their own 

communities, their political involvement on the national stage has remained limited to this day 

(Albuquerque, 2009). 

The scope of the Brazilian immigrants’ influence in Paraguay is not only visible by their 

substantial economic power and modest political presence in the EBR, but in the culture felt 

around their communities as well. Although many Paraguayans reside in these cities as well, the 

cultural influence (Portuguese language, media, religion, music, dances, traditions and cuisine) 

of the Brazilians living in this wide border area is clearly significant and can be witnessed in a 

variety of ways. The songs played in the bars and heard from cars are predominantly Brazilian 

and the musical groups that play at and dances are often hired in Brazil. Brazilian culture 

predominates at the ExpoSoja, the EBR’s largest event, where Southern-Brazilian “Gaucho” 

rodeo, dances, and cuisine are celebrated every year. In the home, the media followed, and the 

television watched by those living in the EBR is nearly all Brazilian, which reinforces the 

Portuguese presence throughout the region. Although the children and grandchildren of Brazilian 

migrants living in the region are required to study Spanish, history and the geography of 

Paraguay at school, it is the image and culture of neighboring Brazil that is present in their daily 

lives. (Albuquerque, 2009).  

 

Conflict: Land, Environment, Soy, and Taxes 

 
Despite their important contributions to the Paraguayan economy, the rapid migration of 

Brazilians and the ensuing development of the EBR has remained major source of debate and 

conflict in modern Paraguayan society. On the one hand, the Paraguayan Government has 

actively welcomed the Brazilian colonists and considers them to be a positive asset for the 
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economic development of the country. On the other hand, opposition politicians have stressed 

the threat to national sovereignty posed by their overwhelming presence in the EBR, which many 

argue has already culturally become an extension of Brazil. Additionally, confrontations between 

the Brazilians and different sectors of Paraguayan society have generated various disputes 

concerning land ownership, the environmental damage caused by soy cultivation, and on the 

government’s taxation of soy exports (Nickson, 1981).    

Most of the conflicts that have occurred between over the past two decades on the eastern 

border of Paraguay have been caused by land disputes between Paraguayan peasant movements 

and Brazilian immigrants who own farms in that region (see Figure 1.3). At the heart of this 

dispute are Paraguay’s landless campesinos (peasants), who dispute the legality of the original 

land sale by the country’s military dictatorship to the Brazilian migrants. The campesinos argue 

that the Paraguayan state agency tasked with the sale of land in the EBR, the Instituto de 

Bienestrar Rural (IBR), sold off the state-owned lands to high-ranking Paraguayan officials and 

politicians in Stroessner’s regime, who frequently auctioned them off to Brazilian colonists for 

personal profit. With this argument, the campesino movement has painted many Brazilian 

immigrants as foreign “invaders” and continually voice the need to recover illegally obtained 

land from border region as a priority (Blanc, 2015). The views held by Brazilian farmers towards 

"the locals" is also a matter of concern, as these views tend to be racist and discriminatory. For 

example, in a February 2012 interview with a Brazilian newspaper, Tranquilino Favero, the 

richest brasiguayo farmer (who controls 168,000 hectares) provoked an outcry when he praised 

Stroessner and said that “it is a waste of time using diplomatic means to deal with the 

[Paraguayan] landless. They should be treated like a bad woman, with a stick” (Nickson, 2013).  
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Figure 1.3: Map showing Paraguayan Departments where Brazilian immigrants and their 

descendants live and own property  

 

Source: Carneiro Filho, Santos, and Vanderlei 2020: 138. 

Beyond the near-total deforestation of Paraguay’s native Atlantic forest, the extensive 

increase in the land used for mechanized soy planting has generated an intensive expansion of 

the use of pesticides and of pollution of river and streambeds (Albuquerque, 2009), with 

detrimental impacts on local campesino populations. Used to increase crop production, the 

chemicals used in the fumigation of crops by the soy plantations often end up reaching 

Paraguayan campesino communities. Many campesinos living near areas occupied by large soy 

farmers argue that chemicals from fumigation have had great detrimental health effects in their 
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communities and some report an increase in sickness or even death of children. Affected 

campesino communities have often fought directly with the Brazilian landowners, many times 

managing to stop the spraying machines and even burn soybean plantations (Albuquerque, 

2009). Despite their efforts, the campesinos (small holders) continue to face violent repression 

by the both the Brazilian sojeros (soy cultivators) and by the Paraguayan Police (Albuquerque, 

2009).  

At the other end of the conflict, Brazilian immigrants do not openly accept being classified as 

foreign invaders and destroyers of the environment. Many argue that they have legally obtained 

their properties and that the new generations of settlers have a significant ecological conscience 

(Albuquerque, 2009). The accusations against them are often reworked and redirected towards 

the Paraguayan campesinos, where the Brazilians claim that they are the “real” invaders of 

personal properties and that they are also destroying the environment (Albuquerque, 2009). 

Using these arguments, many Brazilian immigrants claim that they are the "victims" of the 

campesino movement that has risen against their presence in the EBR (Albuquerque, 2009).  

The majority of Brazilian immigrants argue that they purchased their properties via legal 

channels such as from colonizadoras, from the Instituto de Bienestar Rural (IBR), and from the 

Paraguayan peasants themselves (Blanc, 2005). Despite this argument, some Brazilians do not 

have public deeds to their lands and continue only with private contracts. In addition, the strong 

corruption in the Stroessner dictatorship and in the IBR made it possible to distribute the same 

property to more than one owner, often causing serious documentation problems. Titles are often 

questioned, and sometimes other individuals appear to claim ownership of the land. Although the 

legality of many land properties remains in question, the large majority of Brazilian immigrants 
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continue to negotiate their properties in the EBR area, transferring the documents to the children 

and grandchildren who already have Paraguayan citizenship (Blanc, 2005). 

The Brazilian immigrant community similarly contests the campesino movement’s argument 

that the Brazilian sojeros7 cleared the land, dried up streams and estuaries, and poisoned rivers 

with the abusive use of agro-toxins (Albuquerque, 2009). While they are in agreement that early 

settlers did cause environmental damage in the EBR, many immigrants affirm that they now 

adhere to direct planting practices, use fewer pesticides, and heavily promote projects of 

reforestation and the protection of rivers. Furthermore, from the point of view of immigrants and 

their descendants, it is not only them who are responsible for deforestation and pollution of the 

environment (Albuquerque, 2009). Many contest that campesinos also contribute to 

environmental destruction by illegally harvesting and selling timber from indigenous forests 

(Albuquerque, 2009).  

A third point of contention regarding Brazilian immigration to Paraguay encompasses the 

large-scale soy territorialization of the modern Paraguayan economy (see Figure 1.4). 

Paraguayan sociologist Fogel (2015) refers to the territorialization of state-space by the soy 

industry and soybean plants as sojización. As the country’s largest export, soy has arguably 

become the most significant driver of social, political and environmental change in Paraguay 

since introduction there in the 1960s–1970s. As the driving force behind the country’s soy 

industry, Paraguay’s Brazilian community has continually fought and lobbied for the 

prioritization of soy interests such as low taxation on soy exports (Correia, 2017). Aligning itself 

with Paraguay’s conservative political party, the Partido Colorado, the Brazilian community is 

                                                           
7 Sojeros is a title given to those who work in the production of soy.  

https://www-tandfonline-com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/doi/full/10.1080/03066150.2017.1384726
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often at odds with the country’s leftist movement, which aims to increase taxation on soy exports 

in order to fund public programs (Correia, 2017). 

Figure 1.4: Map illustrating the extent of sojización in southeast Paraguay, with the 2015–2016 

soy cultivation shown as the shaded area 

 

Source: Correia 2017:3 22, with permission from INBIO (Instituto de Biotechnología 

Agrícola) 2017. 

Summarizing this chapter, the historical arrival of Brazilian immigrants to Paraguay and their 

subsequent colonization of the EBR can be attributed to a combination of economic “push” 

factors in Brazil and political “pull” factors originating in neighboring Paraguay. While their 

arrival was both incentivized and welcomed by the Paraguayan dictatorship present at the time, 
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their colonization and development of the EBR has placed the Brasiguayos in direct conflict with 

the country’s landless campesinos and leftist political opposition parties. Moving forward, 

Chapter 2 will discuss how the events and conflicts noted in this chapter have contributed to both 

general shaping of attitudes in the EBR and to the construction of the modern Brasiguayo 

identity.  
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CHAPTER TWO: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND THE BRASIGUAYO 

IDENTITY 

 
As discussed in chapter one, the migration of land seekers from Brazil to Paraguay’s 

EBR is a continuous process, which began in the 1960s and is still ongoing today. Since their 

arrival, the extensive Brazilian colonization of the EBR has contributed to the large-scale 

restructuring of the region’s land use and distribution, natural environment, and agricultural 

economy. While the arrival and development produced by the Brasiguayos continues to be 

supported by the Paraguayan government (the right-wing Colorado party), both their presence 

and economic success has encountered fierce resistance from the country’s landless campesinos 

and political opposition. It is in the ensuing clashes and debates between these two parties that 

the Brasiguayo identity of Brazilian immigrants living in Paraguay was born.  

Diving into the subject of the Brasiguayo identity, this chapter begins by presenting the 

theoretical framework that is useful for understanding the developing identity of second-

generation Brasiguayos. The goal of this chapter is to provide an examination of how prominent 

theories of migration (theories of transnationalism, transnational and hybrid identities, 

citizenship, belonging, and language) can be applied to the case of the Brasiguayos. By 

referencing previous works written on the Brasiguayo identity, this chapter will highlight that 

certain aspects of Brazilian immigration to Paraguay overlap with traditional migration 

discourse. However, as discussed in chapter 4, some parts of the literature do not quite fit the 

case of the European, wealthy Brasiguayos living in Paraguay.  
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Theories of Transnationalism 

One of the central components of the identity of second generation Brasiguayos is 

characterized by transnationalism. As an analytical framework, transnationalism is critical to 

understanding migration in the modern globalized world. It involves the crossing of borders and 

the interconnection of ‘people, ideas, objects and capital across borders of nation states’ (Glick 

Schiller 2007, p. 449). Globalization, instead, refers to a ‘period of intensified integration of the 

world through capitalist systems of production, distribution and communication’ (Glick Schiller 

2007, p. 449). While globalization is used to describe systems that affect the world on a global 

scale, transnationalism is linked to ongoing practices and processes across specific geopolitical 

borders (Román-Velázquez and Retis, 2021). 

As pointed out by Schiller, Basch, and Blanc-Szanton (1992), the scholarly literature on 

migration has traditionally viewed immigrants as persons who uproot themselves, leave behind 

home and country, and face the painful process of incorporation into a different society and 

culture. Consequently, a common portrayal is that of a migrant who is far away from home and 

thus entirely disconnected from their culture, their friends and family, and the networks and 

institutions of their former country. Questioning this view, Schiller et al. argue that modern 

migration can best be defined as “transnationalism” - the processes by which immigrants build 

social fields that link together their country of origin and their country of settlement. 

Transnationalism challenges the traditional understanding of migration as permanent 

relocation from one country to another, a process that was assumed by some scholars to 

culminate in full assimilation (Garrett, 2011). The relative ease of communication and travel, 

fostered by modern technological advances, propelled the era of globalization and influenced the 

way migrants lived. Migrants became increasingly more able to travel to their home country, 
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communicate frequently with people back home or engage in cultural and business ventures, all 

the while integrating into the host society (Garrett, 2011). The possibility of living across two (or 

more) countries, languages and cultures, changes the way new migrants position themselves in 

relation to their home and host country, and the way they understand the concepts of home, 

language, family and identity (Garrett, 2011). 

Described as a process of ‘blurring’ or even ‘erasing’ borders, transnationalism is 

inextricably linked with processes that unify and strengthen relationships across borders (Duany, 

2011). Border regions present a unique social and geographic space in which cross-border and 

transnational activity could further enhance this blurring (Andreas, 1996; Martínez, 1997), with 

more constant and concentrated exchange than other, more geographically distant communities 

(Lopez, 2020). 

A central component of the theory of transnationalism are the migrants themselves who 

Schiller, Basch, and Blanc-Szanton (1992) call “Transmigrants”. Transmigrants are immigrants 

whose daily lives depend on constant interconnections across international borders and whose 

public identities are configured in relationship to more than one nation-state. They are not 

sojourners because they settle and become incorporated in the economy and political institutions, 

localities, and patterns of daily life of the country in which they reside. However, at the very 

same time, they remain engaged in and influence local and national events in the countries from 

which they emigrated. 

Tsakiri, an integration specialist from the International Organization for Migration, 

defines transnational communities as groups whose identity is not primarily based on attachment 

to a specific territory. According to Taskiri (2005), the notion of a transnational community puts 

the emphasis on human agency and such groups are the result of cross-border activities which 
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link individuals, families and local groups. Members of cultural communities who live in 

different countries but remain connected to each other through their cultural taste or pastimes 

may also construct transnational communities. Transnational communities do not necessarily 

refer only to migrants, since cross-border groups with common cultural, sporting, political or 

other interests might also consider themselves a community. However, in practical terms, groups 

arising from migrations are the most significant type, and most research on transnational 

communities refers to these (Taskiri, 2005).  

The transnational practices conducted by transmigrants between their host and home 

countries form what are commonly called “Transmigrant Networks”. Breaking from traditional 

migration discourse, transmigrant networks show that many migrants are not always separated 

from their home country, a notion that is particularly true when they continue to reside in 

proximity to their country of origin. As discussed by Roman-Velázquez and Retis (2021), 

transmigrant networks have intensified and diversified migrant transnational practices across 

borders (Vertovec, 2007). The density and diversity of transmigrant networks and practices not 

only occurs when facilitated by technological advancements, but also as a response to hostile or 

unreceptive responses in the countries in which migrants have settled (Schiller, Basch, and 

Blanc, 1995). 

According to Vertovec (2007), conceptualizing transnational identity is a complex 

process due to the fact that people normally form their identity based on a common place of 

origin and culture—i.e., a particular space, as in home country. Transnationalism, on the other 

hand, intrinsically embraces more than one place. In a sense, “transnationalism and identity are 

concepts that inherently call for juxtaposition (Pg. 573)”.  
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There are many examples and works written about transnationalism and transmigrant 

networks since the terms’ inception. A classic example is that of Mexican migrants living in the 

United States. Inhabitants with Mexican roots represent the largest immigrant group in the USA 

(Alarcón, 2011) and the intense economic, political, cultural and social exchange relations 

between the two countries go far back in time, before both nation states existed in today’s form 

(Pries, 2019). While mixed-citizenship US–Mexican families live throughout the US and Mexico 

(and beyond), a disproportionate number of these families are concentrated in communities along 

the US–Mexico border (Martínez, 1997). As residents of these border communities, Mexican 

migrants and their American-born children often struggle with issues of identity, often stemming 

from their connection to both countries. 

 

The Transnational Identity 

The complex involvement of Brasiguayos on both sides of the Brazil-Paraguay border 

have led them to develop what Schiller (1992) calls a transnational identity - an identity across 

nations. The term ‘Identity’ can mean many things, such as how we see ourselves, how we are 

seen by others, and what groups we belong to or feel attachment to. It can indicate one’s country 

of origin or nationality (Polish), ethnicity (Arab), or a group membership (I belong to a Facebook 

group “Europeans in Pittsburgh”) (Garrett, 2011). 

A core concept of transnational identity is national identity. Gledhill (2005) states that the 

traditional concept of national identity is derived from Johan Gottfried Herder’s 18th century 

“Volk” theory, which conceptualized the nation as “a group of people born into the same volk, 

which shares linguistic and cultural connections, a common past, heritage and a territory—volk-

land”. Herder’s view of the nation as an extended family, and the insistence on blood and 
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cultural ties are considered to be pointing at the origins of ethnic nationalism, especially since his 

volk theory combines the ethic and the political and supports the strengthening of volkstaats, or 

nation-states (Garrett, 2014). While Herder’s Volk theory continues to play a role in the modern 

perception of national identities, transnational identities in the modern scenario (21st century) 

have grown to be much more complex. 

In their examination of place and identity, Román-Velázquez and Retis (2021) explain 

that ideas about identity have shifted from being stable, homogeneous, unified and dependent on 

society, to being unstable, fragmented, heterogeneous and displaced—as part of modern thought, 

identities were considered to be collective and dependent on territorial belongingness. If modern 

thought brought stability to ideas about identity, late modern thought incorporates feelings of 

ambiguity, difference and exclusion to contemporary understandings of identity. However, it is 

still the case that identity is explored in terms of the positive relationships developing with and 

across places, leaving aside questions about how this relationship might be dominated by 

feelings of fear, anxiety, antagonism and non-belongingness. 

Regarding the identity itself, Román-Velázquez and Retis (2021) state that identities 

invoke history, language and culture as a matter of becoming as well as of being. Thus, identities 

are not grounded in an essentialized past, but refer to how we position (or understand) ourselves 

in relation to historical and cultural discourses, but also, to how that might change (Hall, 1990). 

In this sense, then, identity, as Gilroy (1993) has expressed it is about difference as much as it is 

about a shared sense of belonging. In this respect, identification entails the demarcation of 

boundaries, in terms of not only what is of common ground or shared characteristics amongst 

individuals, but also most importantly what is left outside of those boundaries. Thus, identities 

are constructed through differences and through similarities. This notion of identity also points to 
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the idea that identities are constructed within discourse. This approach is an attempt to move 

from the idea of identity as a shared sense of belonging through history, solidarity and 

allegiance, to one that considers identities as fragmented, fractured, in a constant process of 

transformation and that ‘multiply constructed across different, often intersecting and antagonistic 

discourses, practices and positions’ (Hall, 1996, p. 4). 

Connected to two countries, transnational communities heavily relate to issues of 

transnational identity. In agreement with Román-Velázquez and Retis (2021), Almeida and 

Silveira (2019) 8 point out that identity is relational, so the existence of the ‘Other’ (someone that 

belongs to a different social group) is constitutive in the formation of an identity. Charaudeau 

(2009), when explaining the concepts of social and discursive identity, focuses on the difference 

in the constitution of identities, saying that “the perception of the other's difference constitutes 

the proof of its own identity, and to be that which is not the other”. He states that the more you 

are aware of the ‘Other’, the stronger it will be in the construction of your own identity 

consciousness.  

As discussed by Schiller (1998), within their complex web of social relations, 

transmigrants draw upon and create fluid and multiple identities grounded both in their society of 

origin and in the host societies. While some migrants identify more with one society than the 

other, the majority seem to maintain several identities that link them simultaneously to more than 

one nation. Tsakiri (2005) states that from the migrants’ perspective, they often acknowledge 

that they belong to a community spanning borders and form organizations that express their 

identity as a transnational group. In that sense, they link the country of origin to the country of 

                                                           
8 Cited as Woodward (2000) – yet this citation does not appear in their bibliography 
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residence and promote participation in both spaces, while taking into account the societal system 

put in place by the countries of residence.  

Continuing on, Tsakiri (2005) explains that from the perspective of the country of 

residence and host community, at times transnational communities are seen as a challenge to the 

single allegiance required by membership in a community – cultural, political or other, as well as 

leading to a redefinition of the balance between community structures and the state. Migrants 

bring with them their own identity, as shaped amongst others by culture, religion, ethnicity, 

political regimes. This identity is nevertheless reshaped during the migrants’ process of 

adaptation in the country of residence and the influence and stimulation they received from the 

societies in which they live. New identities, either single or multiple, are therefore formed. At 

times, however, multiple identities and loyalties could lead to confusion between rights and 

identity, culture and politics, states and nations. The proliferation of these dual identities can then 

provoke some degree of public anxiety, social tension and at times fear as the host community 

sees issues of citizenship, nationality, national boundaries being challenged (Tsakiri, 2005). 

 

Hybrid Cultures  

In order to discuss identity and transnationalism, one must also include a discussion of 

hybrid cultures and hybridization. The concept of hybrid cultures was first introduced by 

argentine anthropologist Nestor Garcia Canclini. Widely regarded in Latin America as one of the 

most important books of the current era, Canclini’s Hybrid Cultures defines the term as the 

culture produced when “discrete structures or practices, previously existing in separate form, are 

combined to generate new structures, objects and practices” (García Canclini, 2008). He insists 

that we need to focus not on the study of hybridity itself but rather on hybridization, a process 
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that occurs in an unplanned manner through migration, tourism, exchange of ideas through 

media, but fore mostly, it emerges from “individual and collective creativity” (Gill, 2017). 

It is important to distinguish the process of hybridization from processes of integration. 

Making this distinction, Dear and Burridge (2006) define integration as “mutually-agreeable 

contact leading to interdependencies that cause little or no change in contact partners and which 

does not require their geographical proximity, merging, or adjacency. Though integrated, the 

essential constitution of contact partners remains intact, sovereign and unaltered. Hybridization 

on the other hand is defined as “contact that creates novel forms and practices that exist 

independently of antecedent forms and practices and requires that engaged agents be 

geographically adjacent for their production to occur.” (Dear and Burridge, 2006) Simply put, a 

hybrid culture is one that has been formed from two or more other cultures, and that has much of 

both but not all of each. Illustrating the difference between hybridization and integration, Dear 

and Burridge (2006) provide the following two examples: “For when criminals are transported 

across international boundaries in compliance with extradition treaties, the essential integrity of 

the legal systems of participant nations is not compromised. This is integration. However, when 

foreign nationals arrive in Los Angeles and create a new cuisine that previously did not exist in 

their country of origin or at their place of destination, this is hybridization. (Pg. 303)” 

 

Cultural Citizenship, Belonging, and Language  

 
The second set of academic theories that shed light in understanding the multiple 

meaning of the Brasiguayo identity all revolve around the concepts of citizenship and belonging. 

As described by Leydet (2017), the concept of citizenship is composed of three main elements or 

dimensions (Cohen, 1999; Kymlicka and Norman, 2000; Carens 2000). The first is citizenship as 
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legal status, defined by civil, political and social rights. Here, the citizen is the legal person free 

to act according to the law and having the right to claim the law’s protection. It need not mean 

that the citizen takes part in the law’s formulation, nor does it require that rights be uniform 

between citizens. The second considers citizens specifically as political agents, actively 

participating in a society’s political institutions. The third refers to citizenship as membership in 

a political community that furnishes a distinct source of identity (Cohen, 1999; Kymlicka and 

Norman, 2000; Carens, 2000). 

Fernandez (2015) explains that citizenship, like race, gender, social class status, and other 

social categories, has been used as a marker of status that affords people certain rights and 

privileges (Isin and Wood, 1999; Lister, 2007). Conventional meanings of citizenship become 

institutionalized practices that are then learned and reinforced through a process of socialization, 

which ultimately serves to categorize and label people apart from one another (e.g., citizens, non-

citizens, citizens in the making, good citizens and bad citizens). Hence, notions of citizen and 

citizenship become especially salient for those whose status is questionable by virtue of their 

race, gender, social class, and other social statuses (Young, 1989).  

A crucial component in distinguishing what type of citizen one may be is the concept of 

cultural citizenship. In his book titled Cultural Citizenship Cosmopolitanism, Consumerism, and 

Television in a Neoliberal Age (2007), social scientist Toby Miller explains that the last two 

hundred years of modernity have produced three zones of citizenship - the political, the 

economic, and the cultural. These terms, he explains, correspond to the French Revolutionary cry 

‘liberté, égalité, fraternité’ (liberty, equality, solidarity) and the Argentine left’s contemporary 

version ‘ser ciudadano, tener trabajo, y ser alfabetizado’ (citizenship, employment, and 
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literacy)9. As Miller explains, the political zone of citizenship (ser ciudadano), gives citizens the 

right to vote, to be represented in government, and to enjoy physical security, in return for ceding 

violence to the state. The economic zone of citizenship (tener trabajo) provides citizens with the 

right to work and prosper. The cultural zone of citizenship (ser alfabetizado) refers to the right to 

know and speak and concerns language, heritage, religion, and identity.  

Focusing on this third zone, Fernandez (2015) explains that cultural citizenship 

emphasizes the importance of moving beyond borders and boundaries toward more transnational, 

or unbounded, conceptualizations of citizenship. As described by Román-Velázquez and Retis 

(2021), citing Rosaldo (1994), cultural citizenship refers to the right to be different and not to 

belong in a participatory democratic sense. It also claims that in a democracy, social justice calls 

for equity among all citizens, even when such differences as race, religion, class, gender or 

sexual orientation potentially could be used to make certain people less equal or inferior to 

others’ (Rosaldo, 1994). 

According to Fernandez (2015), cultural citizenship has four components which help 

shed light into the experience of Brasiguayos as transmigrants living in Paraguay: membership, 

sense of belonging, claiming space, and rights. The first component, membership, is 

characterized by the struggle for inclusion, enfranchisement and belonging. The second 

component, sense of belonging, focuses on the emotional and affective ties that allow a person to 

feel “at home” or connected to others (Coll, 2004 and 2010; Jones-Correa, Flores, and Benmayor 

1999; Oboler, 2006; Yuval-Davis, 2006). The third component, claiming space, refers to 

claiming both physical and social spaces for your group. Examples include public parks, 

recreation areas, neighborhoods, community centers, and streets but can also include social 

                                                           
9 See Martín-Barbero, 2001. 
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spaces, such as community groups, classroom sessions, or other interactional settings (Flores and 

Benmayor, 1997; Gottdiener, 1988). The final component, claiming rights, refers to having the 

right to be treated with dignity and respect, and to belong, participate and have opportunities in 

civil society amidst differences (Flores and Benmayor, 1999; Rosaldo, 1994). 

Concentrating on the second component of cultural citizenship, a phenomena present in 

transnational communities is a dual sense of belonging. As explained by Simonsen (2019), the 

sense of belonging involves both identification with and feelings of attachment to a social 

community. While many people are able to take national belonging for granted, this is often less 

straightforward for immigrants and even for their children born in the new country (Simonsen, 

2019). While many can function well without feeling a strong sense of national attachment—and 

belonging to a new nation is not necessarily at odds with feeling attachment to one’s origin 

country (Simonsen, 2019).  

While a dual sense of belonging may be common in certain immigrant communities, it is 

often challenged by what Duyvendak and Scholten (2011) refer to as a ‘nativist conception of 

citizenship’ in  which  “the  original inhabitants  own  the  place,  the  home,  and  the  nation,  

because  they  were  there  first. (p. 151)” Diving deeper, Slootman and Duyvendak (2015) state 

that “belonging to and identification with a nation are regarded as zero-sum attributes and 

singular in nature—the view is that a person can only identify with one country at a time—which 

is why loyalties to other countries and cultures are regarded as a threat” (p. 152).  

The final concept I will discuss concerning the constriction of the Brasiguayo identity is 

Language. Language is not simply an assortment of words but an entity that connects an 

individual to his/her family, identity, culture, music, beliefs and wisdom and is the carrier of 

history, traditions, customs and folklore from one generation to another (Zalmay, 2017). Used in 
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the construction of both individual and group identities, language has long been used as tool to 

protect culture and tradition and has been used as a means to stake particular linguistic claims to 

the world, to create unique perspectives on reality and to protect group distinctiveness (Edwards, 

2009).   

Language is extremely useful when discussing the construction of national identities. 

Providing a useful definition in this context, prominent author of language ideology Rosina 

Lippi-Green (2012: 63) describes language as “a flexible and constantly flexing social tool for 

the emblem marking of social allegiances”. In her book, English with an Accent, Lippi-Green 

(2012: 64) describes the concept of Standard Language Ideology (SLI), which is defined as a 

“bias toward an abstracted, idealized, homogenous spoken language which is imposed and 

maintained by bloc institutions.” Describing the process of “Linguistic Marginalization”, Cornips 

and De Rooij (2018) explain that in most cases, “the imposed national ‘standard variety’ (the 

SLI) has been matched with the variety spoken and written in the center of political and 

economic power in the nation-state” and that “this variety is imposed on speakers in the 

periphery through the school system which (re)produces the devaluation of localized, place-

bound non-standard varieties.” (P. 3).  

 

Defining the Brasiguayo Transnational Identity: 

 
This word, Brasiguayo, was first used in 1985 by a Brazilian government representative 

to describe those returning to Brazil from the first organized group of poor Brazilians living in 

Paraguay (Estrada, 2017). Initially the term was aimed at poor Brazilians who made a living 

from agriculture, victims of two expulsions, both from Brazil and Paraguay, and who did not 

have either Paraguayan or Brazilian citizenship.  
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There are several scholarly studies that have dealt with the transnational identity of the 

Brasiguayos. Sociologist Marcos Estrada (2017) does an excellent job in summarizing the early 

literature.  According to Estrada, Brazilian anthropologist Sprandel (1992) initially discussed the 

term Brasiguayo in reference to Brazilian immigrants who did not economically succeed in 

Paraguay. This work, with its focus on the mass migration of Brazilians to Paraguay, helps 

explain the formation of the Brasiguayo identities. Later studies showed Brasiguayo identities in 

different contexts, but the focus, as Estrada points out, remained on Brazilian migrants living in 

Paraguay, paying only limited attention to individuals of Paraguayan origin, Brazilian returnees 

from Paraguay living in Brazil, and local inhabitants living within the EBR. Beginning in the 

early 2000’s, a second set of researchers began to explore these identities, rapidly increasing 

scholarly contributions on the topic. Many of these researchers have gone on to identify 

Brasiguayos living in Paraguay, as well as those returnees living within the EBR, as being part of 

this distinct group of Brazilian migrants.  In Brazil, these researchers include Albuquerque 

(2010), Colognese (2012), Dietrich (2004), Nogueira and Silva (2008), and Marques (2009). In 

Paraguay, researchers use the term when referring to Brazilian migrants living and working in 

agricultural production (Fogel and Riquelme, 2005; Mongelós, 2006; Nickson, 1988; Palau and 

Heikel, 1987; Vuyk, 2013). 

As explained by Estrada (2017), to define a Brasiguayo is problematic because “the term 

has taken on a variety of meanings, often contradictory and renegotiated over time, to indicate 

how the group members strategically navigate their lives through their journeys, usually in the 

pursuit of land, within Brazil and Paraguay” (p. 44). As summarized by Fogel and Marcial 

Antonio Riquelme (2005), the term “Brasiguayo” is generically used to describe Brazilians 
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living in Paraguay and who belong to different social classes and work in various sectors of the 

economy.  

According to Albuquerque (2009), the negative association of the word has led many 

Brazilians living in Paraguay to dislike the term. The word “Brasiguayo” has many variations of 

meanings and while some see it is a positive word, many Brazilians living in Paraguay do not 

like it and do not feel represented by it. Instead, they prefer to be strictly identified mainly as 

Brazilians and sometimes as Paraguayans. In the discourse of the Paraguayan campesinos, the 

Brasiguayos are the rich Brazilians and multinational investors who are invading the country. For 

others, Brasiguayos are only the second-generation children of Brazilian immigrants, those who 

were already born in Paraguay and who have Paraguayan citizenship.  

A central component of the Brasiguayo transnational identity is their existence as a 

transmigrant community and ongoing utilization of complex transmigrant networks. As 

described by Marquez et al. (2013), the Brasiguayos are a transmigrant people who, living in 

close proximity to Brazil, continue to maintain a significant transmigrant network between their 

communities in Paraguay and Brazil. It is extremely common for Brasiguayos to come and go 

between the two countries to search for better opportunities, visit family, or utilize resources 

such as healthcare and education. As citizens of Mercosur member-states, Brazilians and 

Paraguayans can enjoy visa-free freedom of movement across the Paraguayan – Brazilian 

border10.  Additionally, many Brasiguayos are dual-citizens and can take advantage of state 

benefits on either side of the border.  

                                                           
10  Paraguay and Brazil are member-states of MERCOSUR, a South American trade bloc established by the Treaty 

of Asunción in 1991 and Protocol of Ouro Preto in 1994. This treaty promotes free trade and provides citizens of 

member states with visa-free freedom of movement across borders. Its full members are Argentina, Brazil, 

Paraguay, and Uruguay. See more at https://www.mercosur.int/en/   

https://www.mercosur.int/en/
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According to Estrada (2017), the Brasiguayo identity is to some extent an outcome 

resulting from the impact of land policies on international migration between Brazil and 

Paraguay. The word Brasiguayo is a combination of the words Brazilian + Paraguayan, in 

Portuguese brasileiro + paraguaio = Brasiguaio, also spelt in Spanish as Brasiguayo (brasileño + 

paraguayo) (Estrada, 2017). Despite the term’s implied hybridity, anthropologist Alejandro 

Grimson uses the Brasiguayos as an example that “mechanically applying one of the conceptual 

models in vogue for the Mexican-United States border in the search for cultural hybrids in border 

zones in Latin America can lead to serious interpretative errors.”  As Grimson (2006) explains, 

“the case of the Brasiguayos illustrates two points. First, that the apparent mix (announced in the 

name) is not a natural process derived from two ‘‘cultures’’ mingling: Brasiguayos are a very 

specific group of Brazilian immigrants living in Paraguay, not all of them, and there are no 

Paraguayan Brasiguayos. And secondly, even more important is the fact that no mixing takes 

place.” (p. 106). 

Regarding the Brasiguayo identity, Grimson (2006) explains that it “does not arise out of 

a vindication of a cultural mix, but rather from the articulation and  organization of a political 

demand. Instead of indicating a hybrid cultural duality, the mixed name refers to a social struggle 

brought about by a double exclusion: the term refers to peasants who are fighting for land in 

Brazil after returning from Paraguay and who have been marginalized in both countries” (p. 

106). More recently, researchers have conceived the Brasiguayos as a group with a hybrid 

identity connected to both Brazil and Paraguay and comprising of different categories. For 

instance, Albuquerque (2010) identifies five categories included within this group: a) Brazilian 

migrants who went to Paraguay and returned to Brazil without success; b) Brazilians owning 

large farms in Paraguay; c) the offspring of Brazilian migrants born in Paraguay who adopted the 
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nationality of that country; d) both the original migrants and their descendants who have mixed 

Brazilian culture with elements of Paraguayan culture; and e) all Brazilian migrants living in 

Paraguay. 

 A second concept difficult to apply to the case of the Brasiguayos is that of Cultural 

Citizenship. As described in Chapter 1, while the Brasiguayos are a minority group in Paraguay, 

it is quite clear that they are not a subordinate group. As described in an interview by Fogel 

(2011), a Paraguayan sociologist, the universal rule of migration is usually that the one who 

arrives is discriminated against, and that in some places that discrimination reaches incredible 

limits. But in Paraguay the opposite is true: “the one who arrives appropriates what we have and 

discriminates against us. That is unique.”   

It is important to highlight that while the Brasiguayos do not appear to have official 

representation in national Paraguayan politics, they hold significant political power both through 

the unwavering support of the Paraguayan Colorado Party in Asuncion and with the support of 

the powerful Brazilian government across the border. Nickson (2019:8) describes how on several 

occasions, Brazilian diplomats and politicians have lobbied the Paraguayan government to 

defend the Brasiguayos. In July 2011, following a major land dispute at Ñacunday in Alto 

Paraná, the then Brazilian ambassador Santos, took the unprecedented step of attending a 

meeting between the Paraguayan government and legal representatives of the landowners. 

Following intense lobbying from the soybean growers association “APS”, in February the 

Brazilian Congress held a public hearing to discuss the alleged mistreatment of Brasiguayos. The 

outcome was a planned visit to Paraguay by a Congressional delegation to investigate the 

accusations.  
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With legal stay-rights and backing by both the ruling government of the Partido Colorado 

and the Brazilian government, the Brasiguayos can safely say that they have attained the 

requisites for Miller (2007)’s political zone of citizenship (ser ciudadano).  As relatively wealthy 

landowners who control a large percentage of Paraguay’s booming soy economy, the 

Brasiguayos have also attained the requisites described by the economic zone of citizenship 

(tener trabajo).  

While the Brasiguayos have attained both the political and economic zones of citizenship, it 

is in the third zone, the cultural zone of citizenship that their citizenship comes into question. 

According to Tiburcio (2013), the large majority of the Brasiguayos living in the EBR remain 

culturally Brazilian and do not subscribe to Paraguayan culture. Brazilian culture, he explains, is 

kept alive and is clearly visible through the television. As he argues, the construction of social, 

ethnic and territorial identities is undistinguishable from the symbolic and real economic and 

cultural power relations. As a member of a prominent minority, as is the case of Brazilian 

immigrants to Paraguay, immigrant children are encouraged by their parents to keep their roots 

through traditions and memories linking them to their parents’ origins. At the same time, they are 

compelled to assimilate their surroundings and build new identities in order to have a more 

‘normal’ life in their adopted country (Tiburcio, 2013).  

Finally, as central component in the construction of local identities, language plays an 

important role in the lives of Brasiguayos and impacts their perceptions of national identity, 

sense of place, and belonging both from a political and cultural perspective. According to 

Albuquerque (2010) Brasiguayos maintain Portuguese as their home language and may learn 

Spanish, but resist the idea of acquiring Guarani, a crucial marker of the Paraguayan national 

identity. A linguistic anomaly, Paraguay is one of the few countries in South America that has 
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two official languages - Spanish and Guarani and is the only country in the Americas a where an 

indigenous language – Guarani - is spoken fluently by the majority of what is a mostly non-

indigenous population (Romero, 2012). Although Paraguay has a relatively small Guaraní-

speaking indigenous population (around 90,000), as many as six of the country’s roughly seven 

million inhabitants speak or understand Guaraní. About a third speak little or no Spanish, while 

less than a tenth only understand the Hispanic language (Mander, 2019).  

Falling neatly into Lippi-Green (1997) Standard Language Ideology, the bilingualism and 

wide-spread use of the Guarani language has become a central component to the construction of 

the country’s national identity in recent years (Ito, 2012). According to the Paraguayan 

government’s Languages Law, the Guaraní language is “a symbol of the nation’s cultural 

identity,” and an “instrument of national cohesion. (“Paraguay Law No. 4.251 (Promotion of the 

Two Languages of Paraguay) - 2010” 2010)”.  Elevating the Guarani language to official status 

in 1992, Paraguayan law requires schools to teach children in their maternal language at primary 

level, and that all schools must be bilingual. Additionally, all state services must be carried out in 

either language (Spanish or Guarani) dependent on the preference of the individual (Jenner, 

2019). 

Despite its status as an official language, Guarani has not always been a strong symbol of 

Paraguayan identity and national citizenship. As described by Costa (2020b), Guaraní speakers 

have historically faced brutal discrimination and are still stigmatized as rural, poor and 

uneducated. While Guarani was elevated to official status in 1992, it still considered as a second-

class language, one that is suited only for home and everyday use but not for institutions of 

power, such as the courts, government offices, schools, the media, professions and literature 

where Spanish is the preferred language. On top of this, the bilingual education program required 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/06/world/americas/paraguay-guarani-language.html
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by the government is underfunded and has failed to reach many areas of rural Paraguay, where 

Guaraní speakers are still schooled in Spanish, leading many to drop out. Part of the problem is 

that the Guaraní taught in schools is a formal, and somewhat anachronistic, version compared to 

the colloquial version spoken on the street (McCormick, 2018). 

To summarize this chapter, the construction of the Brasiguayos identity is a complicated 

subject which can be understood using the theoretical frameworks of transnationalism, identity, 

hybridism, cultural citizenship, belonging, and language. Although the majority of the theories 

presented in the framework align neatly with previous knowledge of the Brasiguayo identity, 

they do not provide a clear understanding of how Paraguayan-born second-generation 

Brasiguayos identify. As I show in chapter 4, the research that I conducted contradicts some of 

the assertions made by scholars discussed in this chapter. With the framework now established, 

the following chapter will discuss the study setting and methodology employed in this research 

project. 
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CHAPTER THREE: STUDY SETTING AND METHODOLOGY 

 
 Exploring the notion of a uniquely “Brasiguayo” identity, this qualitative study seeks to 

understand the different cultural settings that help construct the national identity of second-

generation Brasiguayos living in mixed communities. Employing a framework based on 

transnationalism, identity, hybridism, cultural citizenship, and language, this project examines 

the attitudes second-generation Brasiguayos hold towards their citizenship, belonging, and civic 

engagement in Paraguay. In this chapter, I discuss the study setting of my research and the 

methodology used in obtaining the data formulating the results.  

Figure 3.1: Map of Eastern Paraguay and Tri-Border Area. Includes study sites of Santa Rita, 

Alto Parana and Nueva Aurora, Itapúa 

 

Source: Elaborated by the author.  
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Study Setting 

 
The qualitative interviews completed for this study came from participants living in two 

Brazilian immigrant communities in Paraguay’s Eastern Border Region (EBR): Santa Rita and 

Nueva Aurora (see Figure 3.1). Found along Paraguay’s Highway 6, Santa Rita is a district 

located in Departamento Alto Paraná, about 70 km south of the departmental capital Ciudad del 

Este and about 340 km from Asunción, the nation’s capital. With a population of over 830,000, 

Alto Parana is the second most populous department in Paraguay and is second only to the 

central capital district of Asuncion in terms of economic output1. About an hour’s drive from the 

Triple Frontier border between Paraguay, Brazil, and Argentina, Santa Rita lies at the heart of 

Paraguay’s Eastern Border Region (EBR) and is the epicenter of the country’s soy-based 

agricultural economy. Brazilian immigrants founded Santa Rita in 1973 and the city today 

includes some 35,000 residents, about half who still claim to be of Brazilian heritage2.  

The significant permanence of both Paraguayans and Brazilians in Santa Rita’s 

population makes the city stand out in a variety of ways. At a quick glance, first-time visitors to 

Santa Rita may find the city’s many Portuguese-language billboards and business signs to be a 

clear indication of Brazilian colonization in the region, but upon closer examination, the 

district’s unique blending of both Brazilian and Paraguayan culture may surprise them. Walking 

down the streets of Santa Rita, it is not uncommon to see the local Santarriteños enjoying yerba 

mate drinks at all hours of the day, such as a hot Brazilian Chimarrao in the early morning and a 

cold Paraguayan Terere in the hot hours of the afternoon. Stereos from shops along the city 

center simultaneously blare both Paraguayan Polka and Brazilian Sertanejo music, and the city’s 

bakeries sport delicacies of both countries, such as the Paraguayan Chipa or the Brazilian 
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Coxinha. As they go about their day, the locals converse in either Spanish, Portuguese, or in 

Paraguay’s official indigenous language of Guarani, or sometimes, in a mixture of all three. 

A Brazilian colonia3, Nueva Aurora is located across the departmental border from Alto 

Parana in the neighboring Departamento of Itapua. Considered the “Melting Pot” of Paraguay, 

much of Itapúa has historically been colonized by immigrants from different origins, including 

Italians, Germans, Russians, Ukrainians, French, Japanese, Poles, Syrians, and Lebanese. While 

each immigrant group originally formed their own colony, many of these communities have now 

mixed with Paraguayans. Although there are Paraguayans who live there, the majority of Nueva 

Aurora’s residents claim Brazilian heritage, most of whom continue to take part in soy-based 

agricultural production. 

 

Research During COVID 

 
In the spring of 2020, the novel coronavirus had spread all over the world and a full-scale 

international pandemic had begun. With one of the toughest responses in the South American 

region, Paraguay employed a wide array of strict preventative measures to mitigate the spread of 

the virus including a total quarantine restricting internal movement, a closing of all international 

borders, and shuttering the country’s only international airport to all incoming and outgoing 

commercial flights (“La Nación / Advierten Que Cierre de Fronteras Será Para Personas, No 

Para Mercaderías,” 2020). As the threat of the virus amplified, these increasing travel restrictions 

and international borders closures had effectively ground all in-person international human-

subject academic research down to a halt.  

Before delving into my research methodology, I must first address the various physical 

limitations and ethical constraints the novel COVID-19 pandemic has had on my study. While I 
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originally designed my research in a way that corresponds to face-to-face, in-person 

interviewing, the COVID-19 pandemic has severely affected my ability to travel and conduct 

physical fieldwork in Eastern Paraguay. As more and more travel restrictions were implemented 

and serious ethical implications arose, it became clear to me that travel to Paraguay and in-

person research would be impossible within the timeframe of which I had planned to conduct my 

research. Because of this setback, I was forced to revise my methods and shift physical in-

country research to a more accessible digital platform. 

With the help of various faculty members in my department, I had developed and 

intended on using a mixed-methods approach utilizing a combination of both digital and in-

person research methods. Mixed-Modes Research is a relatively new form of research that aims 

to add digital methods to preexisting offline methodology. In this novel case of global pandemic, 

adding digital methods to traditional research methods is necessary because of travel restrictions 

and the risks posed on vulnerable populations. I had originally expected to do 80% of my 

research (literature review, recruiting, and interviews) online and 20% (follow-up interviews and 

focus groups) in person in Eastern Paraguay, yet as the pandemic and travel restrictions to 

Paraguay are still ongoing, the in-person research component developed in this plan remains 

incomplete. 

The inability to conduct in-country research at this time has resulted in a condensing of 

this thesis project to focus solely on those research questions that could be answered via digital 

methods. The research for this project was conducted over the course of six weeks between 

October and November of 2020 and is comprised of eight individual qualitative interviews 

between the researcher (myself) and second-generation Brazilian immigrants living in Paraguay. 
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All of the recruiting efforts and personal interviews were carried out using online communication 

platforms and applications such as email, WhatsApp, and Zoom. 

Recruiting participants for this research project has come primarily from using personal 

connections in Eastern Paraguay. While I have been to Eastern Paraguay in the past, my 

knowledge of the region is limited, and I did not personally know any Brazilian migrants living 

in the region. Because of my limited knowledge, my best option was to rely on and utilize 

personal connections to recruit participants for my study. I was extremely fortunate to have a 

contact who is from Santa Rita, Alto Parana – one of the main urban areas where a large number 

of Brazilian immigrants reside in. Likewise, I was able to find a second contact who provided me 

with two additional participants from a second location, Nueva Aurora in Departamento Itapúa. 

With exceptional work from both of my personal contacts, I was able to identify a total of 19 

people who both qualify and are interested in participating in my research.  

Of the 19 candidates I initially contacted, nine responded and wanted to participate. With 

nine willing participants, my next task was to communicate with them on finding a good time to 

conduct a full-length 90-minute digital interview. Scheduling the interview was both challenging 

and easy depending on the availability of the participant. Some participants were easier to 

schedule an interview with, while scheduling an interview with some proved to be extremely 

difficult. Some participants were available right away, requiring literally no scheduling efforts. 

On some days, I was able to schedule two back-to-back interview, something I could most likely 

not been able to accomplish if it were not for the online interview methods implemented. 

On the other hand, one of the toughest challenges of recruiting and setting up digital 

interviews was the required consistent communication with all nine participants. This was 

difficult as we had to account for a 4-hour time difference, which was difficult as participants 
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often could only meet during certain times and I could sometimes only meet during certain times. 

Additionally, the COVID-related situation in Paraguay was rapidly shifting at the time I was 

scheduling interviews, a factor that drastically limited the availability of my participants. 

Scheduling was so difficult with one participant that we ended up abandoning our efforts on 

coordinating the interview, which dwindled my interview number down to eight. 

 

Online Interviewing 

 
Moving my research online had both advantages and disadvantages. The first and most 

obvious advantage of conducting online interviews is time and cost efficiency, as online 

interviewing is almost completely (bandwidth is the only cost), and I did not have to use funding 

for travel costs to Paraguay. Online interviewing also allowed me to expand my participant pool 

as people who I may not have been able to reach in-person were able to have access to internet 

and to the digital interview. Finally, utilizing online interviewing may have had a certain 

advantage over in-person interviewing as it provided a heightened level of anonymity to the 

participants, thus allowing them to feel more comfortable sharing their experiences and creating 

higher quality responses pertinent to my study (Ackland, 2013: 4). 

For the method of interview, I selected the synchronous online interview as the most 

practical and effective manner to collect data for my study. While synchronous online interviews 

can be more time consuming and complicated to set up (scheduling, downloading applications), 

they do have the advantages over asynchronous interview methods such as email. The first 

advantage of the synchronous interview is that it most closely resembles the traditional face-to-

face interview (Ibid, p. 7). Like in-person interviewing, the utilization of the Zoom and 

WhatsApp applications allowed me to see and look at participants and at the same time allowed 
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them to look and see me. A second advantage of synchronous interviewing is that asking 

questions in real-time allowed for more spontaneous and immediate answers from the 

participants, thus making it harder for people to construct socially desirable responses (Ackland, 

2013).  

One of the main reasons for which I have chosen the interview method over other 

qualitative research methods such as the survey is because of how the use of open-ended 

questions and probes often gives participants the chance to respond with their own words, rather 

than forcing them to choose from fixed responses (Stuckey, 2013). For the question design, I 

have chosen to deliver the interview in a semi-structured format. Using the semi-structured 

interview, I was able to set the outline for the topics of my study (identity, language, civic 

engagement, etc.), but the interviewee's responses determined the way in which the interview 

was directed. The inclusion of open-ended questions did at times lead participants to stray from 

my pre-made questionnaire; however, it still provided the opportunity for identifying new ways 

of seeing and understanding the topic at hand (Stuckey, 2013: 56).  

For my interview question outline, I had prepared a list of twenty questions to ask 

interviewees during the interview. Some of my questions were structured and very 

straightforward and did not require much thought nor elaboration from the participant. These 

structured questions were asked in order to obtain information regarding the participant’s 

demographics, their family’s historical background, and other bits of information needed to 

construct a picture of the participants’ cultural identity.  Some of my questions were unstructured 

and provided the participant space for answering the question as they saw fit. These unstructured 

questions were designed to provoke a deeper analysis of elements of citizenship, culture, and 
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personal identity and were extremely useful as a means of gaining insight to the participants’ 

views, opinions, and beliefs.  

The following is a sample of some of the structured and unstructured questions I asked 

participants during the online interview: 

Structured Questions: 

1. Demographics: Age, Gender, Location? 

2. Background: When did you or your family immigrate to Paraguay?  

a. From where? What region in Brazil? 

b. For what reason? Why did your family immigrate to Paraguay? 

c. Were you born in Paraguay? In Brazil? 

d. Where do you live now? Where does family live now? 

3. Do you have family in Brazil? Paraguay? Ratio? 

4. What language do you speak? Portuguese? Spanish? Guarani? 

5. What holidays do you celebrate? Paraguayan? Brazilian? 

Unstructured Questions:  

1. Do you perceive yourself to be Paraguayan? How Paraguayan do you perceive yourself?  

2. Do you perceive yourself to be Brazilian? How Brazilian do you perceive yourself? 

3. Do you consider yourself to be Brasiguayo? How do you define Brasiguayo? 

a. What does it mean to be Brasiguayo?  
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b. How is the term “Brasiguayo” perceived by Brazilians?  

c. How is the term “Brasiguayo” perceived by Paraguayans?  

4. What are you major sources of news, Newspapers, Websites, Television? What language 

do you receive your news from?  

a. Have you seen any news articles relating to Brasiguayos in the news/media? Were 

they negative or positive? How do these articles make you feel? 

All online interviews were conducted and recorded with the permission of the 

participants, and both transcribed and retained in accordance with the University of Arizona’s 

Internal Review Board (IRB) standards. IRB approval was granted for this research on July 13, 

2020 (Protocol Number: 2006760801). Prior to participation in my study, all participants 

received an IRB-approved consent form. I constructed the consent form to inform participants of 

what my study aims to find, the type of participants I am looking to interview, and of the risks 

participants may incur in the case their identities or my research data becomes compromised. I 

also provided a written copy of the consent form to each participant prior to the interview and 

dedicated the first part of the actual interview to reviewing the consent and risks involved in 

participating in this study.  

The digital platforms that I used to collect data and interview participants are online 

software such as Zoom or WhatsApp. While almost all of the recruiting and scheduling took 

place via email or WhatsApp messaging, all eight digital interviews were conducted via Zoom 

web application. Each interview varied in time, but on average interviews were between one 

hour and 15 minutes and two hours long. While it was difficult to guarantee the safety of my 

data, both Zoom and WhatsApp use encrypted end-to-end software that helps keep all the video 
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and audio data secure from online security breaches. The interviews recorded using these two 

programs were stored on my computer and on my external hard drive and keeping these two 

items secure was of my utmost priority. I did not use any real names for participants and instead 

use aliases or random names and locations if mentioned in the interview. Likewise, I allowed all 

participants sufficient time to consider the risks and choose whether or not their interviews will 

be included in the study.  

 

Participants: 

 

Table 3.1 provides information relevant to the demographics of the participants of this 

study:  

Table 3.1: Participant Information 

 

Name City Age Gender Occupation Interview 

Language 

André Nueva 

Aurora 

35 Male Business Owner / 

Mechanic 

Spanish 

Bruna Santa Rita 20 Female Student Portuguese 

Fernanda Nueva 

Aurora 

20 Female Teacher Spanish 

Gabriel Santa Rita 22 Male Student / Chef Spanish 

Juliana Santa Rita 24 Female Business Owner Portuguese 

Márcia Santa Rita 37 Female Lawyer  Portuguese 

Marcos Santa Rita 23 Male Student Spanish 

Maria Santa Rita 19 Female Student Spanish 

 

Source: Elaborated by the Author 

 

 All of the participants in this study are self-identifying second-generation Brazilian 

immigrants who have spent their entire lives living in Paraguay. Six of the participants were born 
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in Paraguay, and two participants were born in Brazil. The ages of the participants range from 18 

as the youngest to 37 being the oldest. As for the gender of the participants’, three participants 

were male participants and five were female. Six participants were from the city of Santa Rita, 

Alto Parana and two were from Nueva Aurora, Itapúa. All eight interviews were conducted in 

Spanish or Portuguese depending on the participant’s comfort and preference. Of the eight 

interviews, five interviews were conducted in Spanish and three were conducted in Portuguese. 

 

Unexpected Difficulties 

 
As far as unexpected difficulties, the only major problems were difficulties in scheduling 

and difficulties in technology. Being that the livelihood of most Brazilian immigrants residing in 

Paraguay’s Eastern Border Region (EBR) work in agriculture and international trade, the 

COVID-19 situation and the fluctuations of government policy heavily influenced their workload 

and availability to interview. It just so happened during my scheduling phase, Paraguay had 

finally agreed to open up the border and allow people to travel and exchange goods across the 

Friendship Bridge in Ciudad del Este. This was a very big challenge as all of my participants 

were unable to schedule interviews after the opening of the bridge as months of backed up 

business had to be completed almost immediately.  

The second challenge presented was purely technological. Because my interviews were to 

be done online and to be recorded, I decided to utilize the Zoom application. I had initially been 

weary of using Zoom as I knew most people in Paraguay had limited internet capabilities and 

when they did they only used WhatsApp. Fortunately, almost all of my participants were 

students and had already made the transition to Zoom for work and school purposes. Some 

participants did not have Zoom but were able to download the application and participate using 
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their mobile device. Overall, I would say that utilizing online methods for data collection was 

beneficial to my study as it greatly facilitated the conducting of the qualitative interviews.  

Despite the exceptional quality of the digital interviews collected in this study, there were 

still missing elements that would have come from in-person interviewing. Most of my 

interviewees expressed that they wished they could host me in their town and show me their way 

of life, their culture, their families and friends, etc. It was one thing to hear participants describe 

their culture to me over Zoom, but it would have been extremely beneficial to this study to have 

been able to experience those things in person. Luckily, I have kept my participants’ contact 

information and I will contact them if I am ever able to conduct future fieldwork in Santa Rita.  

 

Contribution to Latin American Studies 

 
The information derived from my research into “Brasiguayo” society and identity is 

significant to the greater academic field of Latin American Studies for many reasons. The 

primary significance of my research project is to provide a greater understanding of a largely 

understudied community of people who merit more attention in the world of academia. While 

various academic works have already been published on the Brazilian community living in 

Paraguay, the total count is much lower in comparison to similar research on other homogenous 

communities in the region.  

As well as being an understudied topic, previous investigations into Paraguay’s Brazilian 

community have thus far only provided a “birds-eye view” of the social and political issues faced 

by this community. While they are often seen as antagonists in their conflict with Paraguayans, 

the primary data collected in this project provides the Brazilian community’s voice and 

perspective to the current discourse over their presence in the region. Finally, my research 
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contributes to the current known academic projects on second-generation Brazilian migrants by 

providing one of the only qualitative, interview-based studies that explores the identity of the 

new generation and investigates their thoughts and feelings regarding their belongingness to 

Paraguayan society.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS 

 
As described in the previous chapters, the Brasiguayo identity has become an 

increasingly popular subject among scholars in recent years. Arising from the conflicts they face 

against Paraguayan campesinos, the essentialized Brasiguayo identity is centered around the 

popular discourse that their presence constitutes the Euro-Brazilian “other” in an otherwise 

homogenous nation primarily comprised of mestizo European-Guarani people. In this chapter I 

explore the notion of Brasiguayo identity by presenting the results of the research conducted 

among second-generation Brazilian immigrants who have lived in Paraguay for their entire lives 

(see chapter 3 for a more detailed explanation of methods and the population that was surveyed). 

Addressing theories of transnationalism and hybridism, the chapter begins by discussing the 

participants’ family histories and transnational cultural spaces. Addressing cultural citizenship, 

identity, and language, the chapter then discusses the second-generation Brasiguayos perception 

of national identity. Finally, the third part of this chapter will probe and provide insights to how 

the participants’ feel about the notion of a uniquely Brasiguayo identity. 

 

Historical Backgrounds 

 
The first part of the interviews aimed to examine the historical background of each 

participant’s family and explored the circumstances under which participants came to be a 

second-generation Brazilian immigrants living in Paraguay. The process for attaining the 

information for this section involved asking the participants about where each of their respective 

families are from and asking about the reasons their families decided to migrate to Paraguay. For 

this section, each of the eight people interviewed in this study had a family background that 
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closely aligns with the literature regarding the historical arrival of Brazilians to the EBR. While 

the parents of seven of the participants migrated to Paraguay from states in southern Brazil, one 

participant came from a mixed family which includes one parent from Paraguay and one who 

migrated from Brazil’s North East region.  

Nearly 90% of those living in the Brazilian state of Rio Grande do Sul are of European 

ancestry, many of which came from Germany, Italy, and countries in Eastern Europe in the late 

19th and early 20th centuries. As described in Chapter 1, the large majority of the Brasiguayos 

living in the EBR had migrated from Rio Grande do Sul and were, themselves, children of 1st 

generation European immigrants to Brazil. In this study, all of the participant’s parents (save for 

one) were born in Brazil. Two of the participants mentioned that their grandparents migrated to 

Brazil from Italy, two mentioned their families were of a possible Jewish background who 

migrated to Brazil from Germany and Poland, and three did not know exactly where their 

families were from but knew they had immigrated to Brazil from different parts of Europe. One 

participant stated that his mother is Paraguayan, and his father is of mixed Afro-European 

background.  

As many of the participants described, most of their grandparents had migrated to 

southern Brazil from different parts of Europe, and while in Paraguay they are referred to as 

Brazilians, many still consider themselves as Europeans and strongly identify with the cultures of 

their respective countries of origin. An example of this can be drawn from a response from one 

of the participants, Gabriel, who when asked whether his parents came to Paraguay from Brazil 

responded “Nacieron en Brasil, pero si vamos a hablar por sangre mi familia es italiana.” 

Confirming Nickson (, 1981)’s assertion that Brazilian immigration to Paraguay was a 

result of growing disparity in land prices on either side of the Parana River, all of the participants 
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in this study stated that economic opportunity was the primary reason for their family’s 

migration to Paraguay. In the following two excerpts, participants describe how their family’s 

life was difficult and more expensive in Brazil and how those reasons affected their decisions to 

migrate:  

La verdad que vinieron en busca de oportunidad porque naquella entonces la situación 

 en Brasil no estaba muy buena económicamente. Y Paraguay estaba, se estaba 

 desarrollando. Por más que somos un país mucho menor y somos más pobres que Brasil 

 y todo eso…pero la vida acá en Paraguay siempre fue más fácil que en Brasil. Entonces 

 por lo poco que mi familia, que mis abuelos tenían allá en Brasil, ellos vendieron y 

 consiguieron comprar más tierras acá en Paraguay. (Gabriel, 22-year-old male student, 

 personal communication, October 19, 2020). 

 

Sim. Então, aqui no Brasil, eu acho que assim como é um pouco até hoje, o custo de vida 

é maior, eu vejo assim. Ainda mais naquela época no Paraguai, eles sabiam que era 

muito mais fácil você conseguir chegar e comprar um terreno, sabe, estabelecer ali uma 

casa, uma família para um roça, ne, fazenda, para família trabalhar do que no Brasil. No 

Brasil, meus dois avos eram carpinteiros e eles sabiam só isso e passavam muitas 

dificuldades quando meus pais eram pequenos. Então eles decidiram vir para aca com 

uma tentativa de crescer. (Bruna, 20-year-old female student, personal communication, 

October 14, 2020). 

 

Additionally, some of the participants in this study corroborated Albuquerque’s (2009) 

assertion that Brasiguayos often describe the EBR as an uninhabited region prior to their arrival 
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and that their relative success can be attributed to their family’s sacrifice of many years of their 

lives clearing the “mato” or uninhabited forest that was there at the time: 

A família do meu pai veio para Paraguai em 1977. Era 5 de setembro que eles chegaram 

aqui. E meu pai veio com 10 anos. Primero veio um tio meu para aca, de Alecrim, para 

conhecer como era aqui, para ver como era o sistema aqui naquele então porque 

aqui era... aqui é uma cidade pequena ainda, mas naquele então era apenas mato. 

Bosque... A terra aca era inexplorada. Não tinham casas, era uma casa cada 

(moves her head to signify far) lá, quantos quilômetros. Então quando eles viram para... 

eles são basicamente pioneiros aqui na região. (Juliana, 24-year-old female small 

business owner, personal communication, October 5, 2020) 

 

While affirming this belief, a second participant, André, also described how his parent’s 

decision to migrate was based on the large proposition of land the Paraguayan government 

offered Brazilians to come and populate the overgrown and uninhabited EBR. 

Y fue un tiempo que hubo una propuesta grande que Paraguay ofreció, que 

el presidente de Paraguay buscaba gente para poblar la región, verdad? Era 

una región acá todo monte, donde estaba acá era todo monte. Todo monte, acá era todo 

monte monte monte monte…. Mato! Entonces hubo una propuesta del presidente con los 

brasileiros para venir, verdad? Para venir a trabajar. Y hubo un acuerdo... como hubo 

una invitación o hubo una propuesta o sea que no era simplemente, o sea tenían derecho 

a adquirir tierras, a tener su, a tener una migración legal, no sé como te voy a explicar 
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verdad? (André, 35-year-old male business owner, personal communication, October 13, 

2020) 

 

Brasiguayo Transnationality 

 
Consistent with traditional theories of transnationalism, second generation “Brasiguayos” 

can continue to be identified as transmigrants due to their strong connections to both Paraguay, 

the country they reside in, and to Brazil, their family’s country of origin. As children of Euro-

Brazilian immigrants living in Paraguay, the second generation Brasiguayos interviewed in this 

study perceive themselves to be members of Paraguayan society that are, in part, culturally 

Brazilian and culturally Paraguayan at the same time. While they consider themselves to be part 

of both cultures, the spaces in which they practice each culture are strictly defined and typically 

intermix only under certain informal social settings.  

Brazilian Cultural Spaces 

One strictly defined space in which participants felt they were almost entirely Brazilian is 

in their homes. Raised by immigrant parents, the participants of this study stated that their 

primary connection to Brazil is through the culture that their families practice and through their 

upbringing in Brasiguayo-dominated communities. Of the eight Brasiguayos interviewed in this 

study, all of them stated that the culture that dominates their personal lives is constructed through 

various Brazilian practices that occur inside their homes. These practices include activities such 

as eating Brazilian food, listening to Brazilian music, and watching and following Brazilian 

media on their TVs and on their phones.  
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“Em casa, pelo fato dos meus pais, a gente tem a cultura gaúcha ne, que é do Rio 

Grande do Sul. É muito presente em nosso chimarrão, o mate ne? E as músicas brasileiras 

gaúchas ou forro, meu pai escuta muito, ele é apaixonado... Em casa a cultura era de comer 

arroz, feijoada, batata frita, bife com cebola, sabe, aquela comida brasileira.” (Bruna, 20-year-

old female student, personal communication, October 14, 2020). 

“O que me estira para o lado brasileiro é a família. É o que eu como em casa, é o que eu 

ouço em casa, é o que eu converso em casa.” (Juliana, 24-year-old female small business owner, 

personal communication, October 5, 2020). 

“En mi casa seguimos mucho la cultura Brasileira. (Comemos) carne, ensalada…pero lo 

que predomina es el arroz y feijão. Comidas brasileiras, verdad? No son comidas paraguayas. 

Vemos, usualmente, cuando era más chica, ahora casi no la tele. Siempre veíamos tele brasileira 

(laughs). Aunque vivimos en Paraguay, miramos tele brasileira.” (Fernanda, 20-year-old female 

student, personal communication, October 8, 2020). 

“En mi casa, por ejemplo, hasta ahora no tenemos canales paraguayos. Nunca hemos 

tenido. Solamente canales brasileiros. Yo no soy de ver tele, si estoy sincera, pero mi mama es 

una fanática de Globo por ejemplo. Sus telenovelas.” (Maria, 18-year-old student, personal 

communication, October 5, 2020). 

 

In addition to the overwhelming presence of Brazilian food, music, and media in their 

upbringing and in their homes, all of the participants in this study mentioned the Brasiguayo’s 

use of the Portuguese language as a major component of their transnational identity. As 

discussed in chapter 2, Paraguay is unique in the sense that the majority of its inhabitants speak 

Spanish, Guarani, or Jopara -a mixture of these two official languages. As second-generation 

transmigrants, all of the participants in this study stated that even though they lived in Paraguay 

their whole lives, their first and most commonly spoken language is Portuguese. While all of the 

participants can fully understand, speak, read, and write in Spanish, the language they use at 

home with their families and with other “Brasiguayo” members of their communities is 

Portuguese: 

“Em casa sempre foi falado português. Sempre sempre sempre.” (Bruna, 20-year-old 

female student, personal communication, October 14, 2020). 
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“Es mucho brasileiro, pero… la cultura es brasilera. Se hablan portugués cuando me 

voy al supermercado…muchos lugares hablan portugués.” (Fernanda, 20-year-old female 

student, personal communication, October 8, 2020). 

 

Consistent with Schiller, Basch, and Blanc-Szanton’s (1992) definition of a transmigrant, 

many second-generation Brasiguayos continue to depend on constant interconnections with their 

families’ home nation across the international border and continue to exhibit a physical 

connection to Brazil substantiated by a variety of cross-border transnational networks. As 

described by one of the participants in this study, it is extremely common for Brasiguayos in 

search of better opportunities to come and go between the two countries: 

Acá incluso en donde estoy ahora tengo un vecino que se mudó a Brasil hace poco pero 

ahora está volviendo a Paraguay otra vez. Generalmente la gente se muda. Va…a veces 

vuelve… Yo tengo un tío que se mudó hace unos 10 años por ahí…perdón, los 15 años se 

mudó a Brasil. Se quedó allá como 5 o 6 años y después volvió otra vez a Paraguay. Es 

normal. Si, es súper fácil. La tramite…son pocos documentos los que exigen. Y por 

ejemplo, en el colegio, los pequeños, si se mudan a Brasil, en la zona sur de Brasil no 

hace falta hacer ningún trámite legal. Los mismos documentos que tienen en Paraguay 

del colegio reciben en Brasil. Igual los que tienen allá reciben acá. Entonces eso facilita 

un poco para quien va y vuelve. Van muchos en busca de oportunidades mejores y 

acaban volviendo después que trabajan un poco más, verdad, y ganan su plata. Es muy 

común ese ir y venir. (Gabriel, 22-year-old male student, personal communication, 

October 19, 2020). 
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Second-generation Brasiguayos continue to enjoy these freedoms and often spend time 

living in both countries. While only one of the participants stated they are dual citizens, nearly 

half stated that they had lived in Brazil during some point in their lives. Three of the participants 

interviewed in this study disclosed that they have close family members living in Brazil and that 

prior to the COVID-19 pandemic they would often travel there to visit them. One of the 

participants in this study, Gabriel, is currently studying in a university in Brazil and spends the 

academic year living there. While he is studying there as a Paraguayan national with a state-

sponsored scholarship, he is able to live in a house that his family owns.  

He discusses how almost all of the Brasiguayos living in Alto Parana have a strong 

relationship with the Brazilian city of Foz de Iguazu as many people go there to visit family, go 

to parties, for shopping, or for travel:  

Nosotros que estamos en Paraguay… te puedo decir con seguridad… casi todos los hijos 

de brasileros que estamos en Paraguay, principalmente en la zona de Alto Paraná, 

verdad? Tenemos esta relación muy fuerte principalmente con Foz de Iguazú. Porque 

nos vamos allá para visitar a la familia que vive cerca, o para ir de fiestas, o para hacer 

compras, o para pasear en las cataratas, en fin. (Nos vamos) mucho mucho mucho! 

(Gabriel, 22-year-old male student, personal communication, October 19, 2020). 

Brasiguayo Connection to Paraguay 

While second-generation Brasiguayos are connected to Brazil via familial culture and 

transnational networks, the most prevalent and immediate connection they have to Paraguay is 

derived from the land they live and work on. All of the participants in this study consider 

Paraguay as their home, the country they are from, the country where their immediate family and 

close friend live, and the country their livelihood depends on. All of the participants mentioned 
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that their families depend on the land they own in the EBR and on the agriculture they produce. 

Three of the participants, like their parents and grandparents, continue to work the land or are 

involved in agriculture-related business. As one participant who works in agriculture mentioned 

regarding her relationship to Paraguay: 

Toda a região aqui trabalha em isso (Agricultura) o depende disso ne? É que é uma 

região agrícola, não tem muitos outros ramos. Existe outros ramos, mas que dependem 

indiretamente na agricultura. Eu dependo totalmente de Paraguai, eu nasci aqui, eu amo 

essa terra. Eu tenho um amor muito grande pelo Paraguai e por todo que ele já me deu, 

mi aquele pelo que me dei (sound cuts out) dando ainda, o aquele que me deu no passado 

e aquele que me segue dando todos os dias. (Juliana, 24-year-old female small business 

owner, personal communication, October 5, 2020). 

 

While three of the participants interviewed remain working in agriculture-related 

business, five of the participants have transitioned to other sectors of the Paraguayan economy. 

Most are still currently completing their studies, yet they aspire to one day become teachers, 

graphic designers, urban planners, and chemical engineers. One participant mentioned that his 

chosen career path will most likely lead him to work in Brazil, yet despite this he would prefer to 

live in Paraguay: 

Lo que tengo ahora en mente es seguir en la frontera entre Ciudad del Este y Foz. Puedo 

trabajar en Foz, pero quiero tener mi residencia en Ciudad del Este porque siento esa 

dependencia de estar en Paraguay. Parece que es otro aire de la vida. Por lo menos 

para mí que nací acá y toda mi vida estuve acá. Entonces, quiero…puedo trabajar en 
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Foz, pero quiero vivir en Ciudad del Este. (Gabriel, 22-year-old male student, personal 

communication, October 19, 2020). 

 

Paraguayan Cultural Spaces 

Born to and raised by Brazilian immigrants, many second-generation Brasiguayos are 

solely familiar with Brazilian culture until they reach an old enough age to attend public school. 

Administered by the Ministry of Education and Sciences11, the Paraguayan school system is the 

primary setting where children of all backgrounds are inducted into Paraguayan culture. It is here 

where many second-generation Brasiguayos attend class with Paraguayan classmates and are 

introduced to the country’s Hispano-Guarani culture, which includes learning about the history 

of the modern nation and how to celebrate and partake in Paraguayan national holidays.  

One participant describes her experience learning about Paraguayan culture in public 

school:  

En las escuelas ellos también te enseñan mucho sobre la cultura, verdad? Ahí ya te 

 ponen algunas fechas conmemorativas, por decir así, como el 22 de agosto que sería el 

 día del folklore paraguayo, verdad? Entonces ya ahí hay danza… como tenemos nuestra 

 danza. El terere. Entonces todo entre el día del folklore, verdad? Las músicas y eso 

 verdad? Aprendí… la cultura más paraguaya aprendí todo en la escuela, verdad? Y 

 muestran y te hablan que es y lo que significa, verdad? (Fernanda, 20-year-old female 

 student, personal communication, October 8, 2020)). 

 

                                                           
11 See https://www.mec.gov.py/cms/  

https://www.mec.gov.py/cms/
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In addition to being the setting where Brasiguayos are inducted to Paraguayan culture, the 

public school system is also the setting in which second-generation Brasiguayos are forced to 

abandon their maternal language of Portuguese and become alphabetized in Paraguay’s official 

languages of Spanish and Guarani. As addressed in chapter 2, while Spanish is the language 

commonly used in Paraguayan institutions, it is the indigenous tongue – Guarani – that is deeply 

tied to Paraguayan culture and identity. Defined as a “bias toward an abstracted, idealized, 

homogenous spoken language which is imposed and maintained by bloc institutions (Lippi-

Green 2012:64)”, Guarani composes Paraguay’s Standard Language Ideology (SLI).   

Juliana, a 24-year-old business owner from Santa Rita, believes that one does not have to 

go very far from the community to feel discriminated against for speaking Portuguese. Here 

describes a situation where speaking Portuguese at school led to her being shunned by a teacher.   

Não precisem ir muito longe da comunidade. Eu já sofri esse tipo de xenofobia, de 

racismo, aqui na minha faculdade! Por um professor que veia de Ciudad del Este que se 

falam mais português de que aqui. Ele veia aqui e me xingo porque eu estava falando em 

português no pasillo (spanish). No corredor da faculdade com a minha colega da aula 

que também é brasileira. Nas duas estávamos conversando no nosso idioma materno, 

porque português, querendo o não, é o nosso idioma materno. É o primeiro idioma que 

aprendemos a falar aqui. E então nós estávamos comentando sobre um assunto e o 

professor interrompeu a nossa conversa para xingar nas duas e para dizer que a gente 

tem que falar em espanhol porque estávamos em Paraguai. (Juliana, 24-year-old female 

small business owner, personal communication, October 5, 2020). 
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As described by one of the participants, the language in which a class is taught depends 

on what percent of the students speak Guarani and what percent speak Spanish: 

Entre familia (hablamos) portugués, solo portugués. Y después desde colegio siempre 

castellano verdad? Castellano y guaraní…o sea que guaraní solo en partes de materia 

guaraní digamos. En aula…en clase. Porque acá había muchos que hablaban castellano 

entonces el maestro profesor también se adapta o sea que Paraguay eliges si es que los 

alumnos, la mayor parte, solo es más indígena o más..no voy decir indígena pero…así se 

dicen porque la lengua materna acá es de los indígena los guaraní verdad, entonces si 

hay más alumnos que son guaraní, el profesor va enseñar en guaraní.. todo el tema, todo 

el tiempo guaraní guaraní. (André, 35-year-old male business owner, personal 

communication, October 13, 2020). 

 

This is important because it means that the amount of Guarani a Brasiguayo speaks can 

greatly vary from one person to another due both to their immediate environment or community 

and by the inconsistent nature of the language a class is taught in. André provides the example of 

him and his girlfriend to explain this: “Si, entonces por eso mi novia, ella comprende casi todo y 

habla mucho guaraní. Ella vivía en un pueblo que era más aislado, mas…hablaban mucho 

guaraní.” André grew up in a Brasiguayo community where most of the inhabitants speak only 

Portuguese and Spanish, thus the classes he was taught in were mostly in Spanish. His girlfriend, 

on the other hand, grew up in a far more isolated Paraguayan community where the majority of 

her classes were taught in Guarani.   

While the public school system is the primary location where second-generation 

Brasiguayos are introduced to Paraguayan culture, many are also introduced to it from the 
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relationships they establish with their Paraguayan friends and neighbors.  As one participant 

describes: 

Meus amigos, a maioria eram paraguaios, e pessoas com quem eu relacionei. E eu 

amava fazer parte da casa, da família dos meus amigos por causa que eles sim nasceram 

naquela cultura bem paraguaia, que eu acho maravilhoso. Como as crianças, com 

exemplo, os mitos que as mães contam, que jasujatere (Guarani mythical figure) vai vir 

pegar elas se elas não se comportar. E como eles realmente tem isso muito vivo, muito 

mais de que o brasileiro, e então eu gostei e sempre participei nas duas partes assim. 

(Bruna, 20-year-old female student, personal communication, October 14, 2020). 

 

Similarly, second-generation Brasiguayos experience Paraguayan culture through the 

mixed communities they live in. While inside their homes they are culturally Brazilian, out in the 

community they continue to speak Spanish and Guarani under informal settings, such as 

interacting with their Paraguayan friends, neighbors, and in their businesses. Many have adopted 

Paraguayan practices such as drinking Tereré, eating Paraguayan food like Chipa or Tallarín, and 

to regularly celebrate national holidays and attend Paraguayan parties in their communities. 

Here, two of the participants describe how they to engage with Paraguayan culture outside of 

their homes through their environments and continued friendships with Paraguayans outside of 

school in their communities: 

Eu continuo quase com as mesmas amizades e sempre por aqui a maioria dos meus 

amigos é sim culturalmente paraguaio. Eu acho que não ??? por costumam já.... eu me 

relaciona muito melhor com paraguaios do que com brasileiros quando se trata de fazer 

zambi (Parties), de festar. Pelo menos por aqui por mais que tenha muitos brasileiros em 
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Ciudad del Este, ne, que vem para estudar. E eu sempre tenho o meu grupinho de 

amigos. Sim eu bebo muito terere! Terere todo dia assim como chimarrão o terere 

também. As duas coisas. Chimarrão de manhã e terere à tarde! (laughs) E sim, eu 

acho...aqui eles comemoram muito esse negócio de dia da bandeira, ne? O paraguaio é 

muito nacionalista assim, ne? E a gente comemora assim até hoje aqui. Eu amo 

Paraguai. (Bruna, 20-year-old female student, personal communication, October 14, 

2020). 

Dentro de casa é comida brasileira mais fora é sempre...se eu vejo está vendendo chipa 

guazu eu não resisto e acabo comprando porque chipa guazu é bom demais. E outros 

chipas em geral. Sopa paraguaia já não sou muito fan, não gosto muito, mas chipa guazu 

sim. (Juliana, 24-year-old female small business owner, personal communication, 

October 5, 2020). 

 

Finally, a third space in which Brasiguayos continue to speak Spanish or Guarani and 

take part in Paraguayan culture is when interacting with Paraguayan people and businesses and 

when engaging with Paraguayan public institutions such as universities, hospitals, and 

local/departmental/national government. Here, one of the participants describes going back and 

forth between the two languages in her daily life:  

No meu dia-dia... eu falo português praticamente com todo mundo. Com clientes, com 

amigos, em casa se fala se fala português. Eu falo espanhol em formalidades. É quando 

eu preciso falar numa reunião que tenha os paraguaios eu já falo espanhol. Ou quando 

eu preciso enviar uma mensagem que é para paraguaios nativos também. É engraçado 
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dizer “para paraguaios”, eu sou paraguaia nascida no Paraguai, mas paraguaios de 

outra ascendência, paraguaios nativos que já procurou falar em espanhol. (Márcia, 37-

year-old female lawyer, personal communication, October 12, 2020). 

 

Hybrid Cultural Spaces 

As we’ve established so far in this chapter, second-generation Brasiguayos are highly 

transnational individuals who, living in mixed Paraguayan-Brasiguayo communities, continue to 

maintain contact with both Brazilian and Paraguayan culture, but in very distinct spaces. In an 

effort to investigate the existence of hybridity between the two cultures, participants of this study 

were asked if there are any spaces in their lives where both Brazilian and Paraguayan cultures 

intertwine. Challenging Grimson (2006)’s assertion that cultural mixing does not exist in the case 

of the Brasiguayos, some of the responses in this study show that an overlap between the two 

cultures does, in fact, exist to some extent. 

The first and most apparent evidence of hybridity discussed by participants concerns the 

intertwining mix of languages used by those living in the EBR: 

Aqui existe uma coisa muita engraçada. Se você passa por exemplo numa praça, e tem 

um grupo de três jovens conversando, e você presta atenção a conversa, você nunca vai 

escutar só um idioma na conversa. Você vai escutar inglês, português, espanhol, 

guarani, até alemão no meio. Aqui a gente não consegue fazer uma frase, finalizar uma 

frase numa conversa entre amigos sem estar misturando os dois idiomas. Então no 

trabalho, por exemplo, eu tenho vários clientes que são paraguaios que só falam 

espanhol, como eu tenho clientes brasileiros que só falam português. E tenho clientes 
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paraguaios que mesmo eu falando em espanhol com eles, eles insistem em falar em 

português comigo. Então, não é muito esse contexto que no trabalho falo português ou 

no trabalho falo espanhol. É muito misturado. (Juliana, 24-year-old female small 

business owner, personal communication, October 5, 2020). 

 

As described by Juliana, it is common for residents of mixed Paraguayan-Brasiguayo 

communities to simultaneously speak in various languages, with the most common of them being 

“Portunhol”, a mixture of Spanish and Portuguese, or “Portuguaranhol”, a hybridism of 

Portuguese, Guarani, and Spanish.  While the use of Portunhol is a relatively common 

phenomenon that can be widely observed in border communities between Brazil and other Latin 

American nation, the Portuguaranhol that is spoken in the Paraguayan EBR is unique to that 

region. It is important to indicate that in this mixture of languages spoken in Santa Rita and other 

mixed localities of the EBR is a spoken not only by the Brasiguayos who reside there, but also 

by the Paraguayan locals from the region. 

As noted by one of the participants, a trained chef, evidence of cultural hybridity can 

additionally be observed in the culinary style emerging from these mixed communities. Here, the 

participant explains how the unique mixing of Paraguayan and Brazilian cultures in Santa Rita 

has resulted in local bakeries that produce better goods than bakeries found other parts of both 

countries: 

Por ejemplo, yo te comenté que soy cocinero profesional. Yo trabajo con dulces también 

y la repostería, la panadería de Brasil es muy buena. La de Paraguay no es tanto. Sea, 

no es que no es rico, pero es un poco menos de lo que en Brasil. Pero en esta región de 

la frontera, como se juntaron las dos culturas, es millón de veces mejor de lo que hacen 
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en Brasil, y entre lo que hacen en panaderías en Paraguay. Por ejemplo, yo me voy a ir a 

una panadería o en un café en Foz de Iguazú habrán cosas ricas, pero no habrán cosas 

tan ricas como hay en Santa Rita, o en San Alberto, o en Ciudad del Este, donde se 

cruzaron más las culturas. Eso es por la mezcla. Porque por más que nosotros… mi 

familia brasilera acá en Paraguay hace cosas más ricas que mi familia brasilera que 

vive en Brasil. Y nosotros cocinamos las cosas de Brasil, los dulces brasileros, los 

postres, las comidas, pero acá parece que sale más rico. No sabría a decirte porque, 

creo que es por la mezcla que hubo. El poquito que uno agrego al otro que lo que mejoro 

todo, entiendes?(Gabriel, 22-year-old male student, personal communication, October 

19, 2020). 

 

 

Second-Generation Brasiguayos’ Perception of Identity and National Culture 

 
The first part of the interview was meant to highlight the social spaces in which Brazilian 

and Paraguayan cultures permeated the lives of second-generation Brasiguayos. The second 

component of this study aims to understand the second-generation Brasiguayos’ perceptions of 

identity and adherence to national cultures. As described in Chapter 2, identity is how we see 

ourselves, how we are seen by others, and what groups we belong to or feel attachment to. While 

culture is the norms, behaviors, beliefs, customs, and values shared by a group of people, 

national culture refers to how those concepts are shared by the population of a sovereign nation 

(e.g., a Chinese or Canadian national culture). It refers to specific characteristics such as 

language, religion, ethnic and racial identity, cultural history and traditions (Blount and Gloet, 

2021).  
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As discussed by Schiller (1998), within their complex web of social relations, 

transmigrants draw upon and create fluid and multiple identities grounded both in their society of 

origin and in the host societies. While some migrants identify more with one society than the 

other, the majority seem to maintain several identities that link them simultaneously to more than 

one nation. Although migrants can and do incorporate national cultures as a part of their identity, 

it is important to remember that their whole identity is not defined strictly by those terms. While 

the following results provide insight into how second-generation Brasiguayos identity, they focus 

only on the part of identity that has to do with national culture and do not portray the 

participants’ identity in its entirety.   

In an effort to gage the level of which second-generation Brasiguayos identity with both 

their home and host societies, participants in this study were first asked to assign a number from 

one to ten to represent how “Paraguayan” they feel and explain their answer. The same question 

was then asked regarding how “Brazilian” they feel. As shown in Table 4.1, the resulting data 

derived from these two questions shows a variance of answers from participants. Two of the 

participants identified themselves to be equally Paraguayan and Brazilian, two as more Brazilian 

than Paraguayan, and four as more Paraguayan than Brazilian. In all cases, however, the 

Brasiguayos interviewed stated that they identify with both nationalities. 

 

Table 4.1. Second-Generation Brasiguayo’s Perception of National Identity 

 André Bruna Fernanda Gabriel Juliana Márcia Marcos Maria 

How 

Paraguayan 

Do You 

Feel? 

(From 1 to 

10) 

8 6.5 5 11 8 10 7 5 
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How 

Brazilian 

Do You 

Feel? 

(From 1 to 

10) 

3 8 5 5 4 2.5 8.5 5 

 

Source: Elaborated by the Author 

 

A good example of how some second-generation Brasiguayo identify as both Paraguayan 

and Brazilian is Bruna, a 20-year-old student from Santa Rita. In her response, she states that she 

blessed to be a member of both Brazilian and Paraguayan societies and explains how she feels 

comfortable in settings dominated by either culture: 

Então, eu acho que eu sou muito abençoada pela vida por ter tido tanta a cultura 

brasileira como a paraguaia implementada na minha vida que eu sigo até hoje. Eu posso 

ir para o capital do país e me sentir uma paraguaia que come chipa e mbeiju e sopa 

e cocido como posso ir para o Brasil e me sentir como uma brasileira que come feijoada 

e escuta forró. Eu, em casa eu tive muita presencia da cultura brasileira... a cultura 

gaúcha ne, que é do Rio Grande do Sul. É muito presente em nosso chimarrão... E as 

músicas brasileiras gaúchas ou forro, meu pai escuta muito, ele é apaixonado... Em casa 

a cultura era de comer arroz, feijoada, batata frita, bife com cebola, sabe, aquela comida 

brasileira. Porque eu amo. Para mim não tem comida melhor que brasileira. Mas, eu fui 

alfabetizada em Paraguai. Eu aprendi no colégio as músicas em guarani. Eu aprendi 

sobre a cultura de Paraguai. Eu amo! Eu acho a cultura de Paraguai muita rica. Em 

tantos sentidos eu vejo como uma paraguaia. (Bruna, 20 year old female student, 

personal communication, October 14, 2020). 
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Despite self- identifying as both Paraguayan and Brazilian and feeling a part of both 

cultures, some study participants talked about how in many cases they are considered by others 

to be neither. When asked whether Brazilians consider her Brazilin or Paraguayan, Bruna 

replied:  

Não! (laughs) Nenhum brasileiro me considera uma brasileira, me considera paraguaia. 

Eu sou a menina sem-terra. Na verdade. Assim as pessoas me veem, mas eu me vejo 

como duas. As pessoas nem... falam que eu não sou brasileira porque eu não moro lá. Eu 

não... por mais que eu pula carnaval, por mais de eu dançar forro eu não sou brasileira. 

E aqui eu posso dançar polka e nos jogos tradicionais e eles mesmo dizem que não sou 

paraguaia então...eu sou bem situada no meio... Então não sou paraguaia e também não 

sou brasileira (laughs). (Bruna, 20-year-old female student, personal communication, 

October 14, 2020). 

 

While all of the participants self-identified as Paraguayans, they stated that second-

generation Brasiguayos continue to face considerable challenges to their Paraguayan national 

identity. Derived from the ongoing conflict between Brasiguayos and Paraguayan campesinos, 

the primary reason the participants in this study describe as to why they do not feel fully 

Paraguayan involves the considerable amount of criticism they receive from Paraguayans 

residing outside of their communities. Explaining this, Albuquerque (2009) states that the 

struggles between the Brasiguayos and Paraguayan campesinos have led members of both groups 

to “accentuate collective identifications, prejudices and negative ways of classifying the ‘other’.” 
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Shown in language, the terms “Chiru” and “Rapai” are commonly used as negative 

expressions to classify Paraguayans and Brazilians as the ‘Other’. As Albuquerque explains, 

although each of these words have positive meanings in their respective language, in the context 

of this conflict they are modified in phonetics and semantics to form a negative classification of 

the ‘Other’. “Che Iru”, which in Guarani means “my friend” or “my companion", is changed by 

Brasiguayos to "chiru" or "chiru mandioqueiro", thus transforming it into a derogatory term 

which means "buggy", "Indian", or "uncivilized". While commonly used as to mean “Boy” or 

“Guy”, the Portuguese word “Rapai” has also transformed to become derogatory in the 

Paraguayan language and is now used similarly used to describe a Brasiguayo as "ignorant" or 

"uneducated". 

Additionally, participants cite both their continued use of the Portuguese language and 

the history between Brazil and Paraguay as a major source of criticism and abuse from 

Paraguayans. Addressing this, Albuquerque (20009) explains that it is common for the disputes 

between Brasiguayos and campesinos to sometimes change into a nationalist confrontation.  As 

Albuquerque explains, anger regarding the Brasiguayos refusal to speak the Guarani language 

and the resentments left over from Triple Alliance War  

(1865-1870) come up often in the speeches of the Paraguayan campesinos where 

Brazilians are accused of being “invaders”, “new bandeirantes12”, or “Stroessner's inheritance”. 

In turn, he explains, Brazilian immigrants also assume a nationalist stance in which, highlighting 

Brazil’s political power and technological superiority, they define themselves as “workers”, 

“pioneers” and belonging to a more developed country.  

                                                           
12 Literally meaning “Flag-Carriers”, the term “Bandeirantes” refers to slavers, explorers, adventurers, and fortune 
hunters in early Colonial Brazil. With a strong focus on capturing and enslaving native populations, they are largely 
responsible for Brazil's great expansion westward into the Latin American continent (Henrique 2015).  
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During the interview, participants in this study were asked how these challenges affected 

their notion of identity. One participant, Bruna, eloquently illustrates that while she is aware of 

these criticisms, she still identifies as Paraguayan: 

Como dizem que os...a maioria de paraguaios não gosta de brasileiros por causa da 

invasão que o Brasil fez na guerra da triple aliança, e eu me sinto como uma paraguaia 

nesse lado realmente. Eu defendo Paraguai. Eu amo Paraguai. Então no meu colégio 

era chipa, cocido e sopa paraguaia, e em casa era a cultura brasileira e eu amo assim 

porque eu tenho as duas culturas porque quando eu fui fazer intercambio para os 

Estados Unidos no fim do ano, eu convivia com paraguaios e com brasileiros e eu me 

internava nos dois da mesma forma. E eu acho que isso é a melhor coisa. (Bruna, 20-

year-old female student, personal communication, October 14, 2020). 

 

Similarly to Bruna, Juliana, a 24-year-old business owner from Santa Rita, strongly 

identifies as Paraguayan but states that she is strongly affected by challenges Brasiguayos 

encounter to being accepted in both Paraguay and Brazil. When asked to rank her perception of 

being Paraguayan from 1 to 10, she replied: 

Olha, eu diria...não posso dizer 10 né? Obviamente porque se eu esqueço palavras em 

espanhol (laughs) é difícil dizer 10 né? Mas le pondria um 8 porque eu defendo a 

bandeira paraguaia até a morte. E me considero muito mais paraguaia do que 

brasileira. Só que acredito que existem muitas coisas ser modificadas ainda nesse 

mudada esse melhorada (hard to understand what she says here.) Nós, os brasiguaios, 

sofremos uma discriminação dupla. Porque? Para los paraguayos no somos tan 
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paraguayos. Para los brasileños no somos tan brasileños. O sea que estamos ahi en el 

médio. Não posso ser 100% paraguaia porque eu tenho sangue brasileira. Não posso ser 

100% brasileira porque estou no Paraguai. Então eu me considero muito mais 

paraguaia de que brasileira. Defendo e amo essa terra de paixão porque é o que me dá 

de comer todos os dias. Mais acredito que existe muitas coisas ser melhorada e 

modificada ainda antes de chamar aqui a terra dos sonhos. No sé si me explico. Eu me 

creo mucho mas paraguaya que brasileña. Me criee aqui. Me adaptei aos costumes aqui. 

Considero os feriados daqui. Trabalho aqui. Me alimento daqui. Todo é aqui. O que me 

estira para o lado brasileiro é a família. É o que eu como em casa, é o que eu ouço em 

casa, é o que eu converso em casa. Mas eu dependo totalmente de Paraguai, eu nasci 

aqui, eu amo essa terra. Então não me mudaria ao Brasil por exemplo. Eu não me 

mudaria. Me mudo por todo Paraguai, mas não me mudo para o Brasil! Eu tenho um 

amor muito grande pelo Paraguai e por todo que ele já me deu, mi aquele pelo que me 

dei (hard to translate) dando ainda, o aquele que me deu no passado e aquele que me 

segue dando todos os dias. E existem muitas coisas de melhorar ainda mais é trabalho 

para mais que uma geração.  (Juliana, 24-year-old small business owner, personal 

communication, October 5, 2020).   

 

In the case of Maria, an 18-year-old student from Santa Rita, the challenges to national 

identities have made her feel as if she is neither Paraguayan nor Brazilian. When asked to rank 

herself from 1 to 10 as to how Paraguayan she feels, she replied 5 and explained: 

Porque no estoy al tanto de la cultura, de los costumbres por ejemplo. Igual toda mi vida 

viví acá pero… Santa Rita es, como todos dicen, es un mundo aparte, verdad? Porque 
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son los dos culturas muy mezcladas. Entonces..es difícil decir, verdad? Soy Paraguaya, 

pero no es que voy a comer un vori vori toda la semana, entendes? En mi casa vamos a 

comer otras cosas, vamos a seguir otras costumbres. De lo general, no puedo decir que 

soy paraguaya (makes a hand symbol like a fist going up meaning “super paraguayan”) 

porque seguimos costumbres diferentes. … si yo te digo que soy Paraguaya, la gente ya 

dicen “ah, pero hija de brasileiros. (Maria, 18-year-old student, personal 

communication, October 5, 2020). 

  

When asked to rank her perception of being Paraguayan from 1 to 10, she replied : “5 

(laughs). Es mitad mitad… No nací en Brasil (laughs). Pero sigo mucho la cultura Brasileira. Mi 

familia por ejemplo es muy fiel a la cultura del sur. Entonces, me baseo mucho en eso, y mis 

costumbres son muy parecidos. Entonces… soy mitad.”  

Fernanda, a 20-year-old teacher from Nueva Aurora in the Itapua department responded 

in a similar way:  

Voy a ponerle 5. Mitad. Porque no soy tan al paraguaya y tampoco tan brasileira. Llevo 

algunos rasgos paraguayos y algunos rasgos brasileiros por decir, verdad? Hablo el 

castellano, hablo el guaraní, conozco mucho sobre la cultura paraguaya. Participo 

también, verdad? Sobre el 14 y 15 verdad? Como son el día de la independencia 

verdad? Participo un poco también de la cultura paraguaya verdad? 

Pero... hablo portugués, soy hija de brasileiros, entonces no me siento TAN paraguaya 

(laughs).  No soy tan paraguaya ni tan Brasileira. Soy, como, Brasiguaya. Porque no 

vivo en Brasil, no puedo considerarme una brasileira un 100%… no hablo todo el tiempo 

el portugués, no hablo todo…no participo todo el tiempo de la cultura 
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Brasileira. (Fernanda, 20-year-old female student, personal communication, October 8, 

2020) 

 

Gabriel, a 22-year-old student from Santa Rita believes himself to be very Paraguayan 

and not very Brazilian, a notion he said is not common amongst other Brasiguayos.  When asked 

to rank himself from 1 to 10 as Paraguayan, he replied: 

Yo 11. Porque como te dije, nací en Paraguay, vivía acá en toda mi vida, ahora me mude 

a Brasil hace poco tiempo pero me quede tres meses allá no más. Y todas las veces que 

me iba a Brasil, todas las veces que viaje a Brasil, ya se, Rio de Janeiro o a Rio Grande 

do Sul o a Mato Grosso, yo me sentía como un intruso en Brasil. Yo no me sentía a gusto. 

Y no me siento a gusto en Brasil volver en Brasil. Por ejemplo, puedo vivir allá porque 

puedo estudiar. Pero al cruzar el puente, estoy en casa, entendes? No importa si estoy en 

Ciudad del Este, si estoy en Santa Rita, si estoy en Asunción o Encarnación o en 

cualquier punto del Paraguay. Yo me siento en casa. Yo consigo sentir que el aire acá es 

diferente, entiendes? Yo no me siento a gusto en Brasil. No es que me siento mal, pero no 

me siento en casa. En cualquier parte que estoy en Paraguay, por más que si no conozca 

ninguna persona, yo sé que estaré en casa. Que me van a dar un techo si necesito. En 

Brasil no tengo esa confianza. Entiendes? Yo puedo viajar….en Paraguay yo tengo 

confianza de salir sin ningún guaraní en el bolsillo, sin plata verdad, sin dinero y para ir 

hacia otro lado solo pedir una carona y en fin. En Brasil yo no tengo esa confianza, yo 

no confió en la gente en Brasil. Allí, yo le tengo un poco de prejuicio, para serte sincero. 

Yo tengo esa conexión con Paraguay. Con Brasil no. Yo me siento ajeno a Brasil. 
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Por más que mi familia sea brasilera. O por más que yo hablo portugués. Pero no me 

siento parte de Brasil.  (Gabriel, 22-year-old male student, personal communication, 

October 19, 2020) 

In his response, Gabriel states that although his family is originally from Brazil, he still 

feels at home in Paraguay and that while he participates in Brazilian culture and speaks 

Portuguese, he still does not feel himself as a part of Brazil. When asked to rank himself from 1 

to 10 as Brazilian, he replied “Yo voy a decir un 5. Si. Porque mi familia, mi cultura, mi casa, mi 

idioma materno es el portugués. Yo no puedo negar eso. Pero el sentido de pertenencia, de 

pertenecer a Brasil, no”.” 

 

Language, Race, and Political Participation  

According to Paraguay’s director of curriculum at the Ministry of Education, while only 

54 of the country’s nearly 12,000 schools teach Portuguese, all of them teach Guarani (Romero 

2012). As stated in Chapter 2, the bilingual education program required by the government is 

underfunded and, focusing a formal version compared to the colloquial version spoken on the 

street, has failed to successfully teach the Guaraní language to those with a different first 

language (McCormick 2018). Using language as a base for his identity, Gabriel, a 22-year-old 

student from Santa Rita, describes the Brasiguayo transnational culture as confusing:  

Una mezcla y una confusión entre todo, de verdad. Esa es la palabra, una confusión. 

Porque por ejemplo, no puedo decir que tengo una identidad brasilera porque conozco 

su cultura, pero no participo en su cultura. Y no puedo decirte que tengo una identidad 

completamente paraguaya porque por más que conozca toda la cultura, mi familia es 
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brasilera. Entonces, dependemos un poco de la cultura brasilera y a veces la cultura 

italiana, de verdad. Pero, por ejemplo, mi idioma materno es el portugués. Yo aprendí 

hablar en portugués. Pero yo fui alfabetizado en castellano. Entonces, yo puedo hablar 

contigo por expresarme mejor en castellano. En un lenguaje más técnica, verdad? Pero 

si vamos a una reunión (¿?) lenguaje familiar, yo puedo hablar mejor en portugués. Pero 

hay muchas cosas que no se decir ni en portugués, ni en castellano, porque es una 

mezcla en todo. Son cosas que me imagino que pasan contigo, verdad?  Soy paraguayo, 

el parte tema de la pertenencia a la cultura. Yo no sé hablar guaraní y eso me cuesta 

mucho porque la mayora de paraguayos que son hijos de paraguayos me cuestionan por 

eso. Me dicen, “pero sos paraguayo y no sabes hablar guaraní?”. Pero muchos 

paraguayos, hijos de paraguayos, no saben hablar guaraní también. Entonces medio 

que… He makes a face which seems to mean he believes that Paraguayans are often 

hypocritical of those who cannot speak Guaraní, as many Paraguayans do not know how 

to speak it. (Gabriel, 22-year-old male student, personal communication, October 19, 

2020). 

Similarly to Gabriel, André, a 35-year-old tire shop owner from Nueva Aurora, discusses 

how despite wanting to, he cannot fully identify as Paraguayan due to his lack of Guarani 

language skills and ethnic background: 

Yo pienso que de 1 a 10 soy un 8. De querer ser de ser paraguayo, un 9 o 10, pero 8 

porque no hablo guaraní o sea que podría yo intentar o esforzarme más o sea que para 

defender más o sea hablar guaraní o tener más rol entonces digamos de la 

nación paraguayo digamos verdad?  Si uno es 100% tiene que compartir más, o sea 
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que también cómo te comento no es por no querer, pero no sé en qué forma pero hay una 

diferencia. Hay una clasificación un poco, entonces digamos que 8 porque mantengo 

muchas cosas de Brasil todavía, pero no me gusta tanto, no me gusta tanto legalmente, 

no me gusta tanto de ver como brasileiro, yo justamente como te comenté por el tema de 

esta guerra, yo prefiero hablar que soy italiano, soy de descendencia italiano que 

llegaron en Brasil también. (André, 35-year-old male business owner, personal 

communication, October 13, 2020) 

 

Bruna, the 20-year-old student mentioned prior, similarly believes her Paraguayan 

identity to be hampered by her inability to speak Guarani and that for her to be considered more 

Paraguayan she would need to both learn language and cease to live in a Brazilian-immigrant 

dominated region. When asked to state how Paraguayan she feels, she stated: 

6.... 7.   Porque eu acho que eu não tive o contato com a família para ter aprendido o 

guarani. Eu acho que isso vem da família. Eu morei numa região muita brasileira. Por 

mais que tive contato com todo de Paraguai, morei numa região brasileira e eu acho que 

isso influenciou. Se talvez eu tivesse nascida no Brasil, mas ia morar em Asunción ou em 

lugares onde eu só teria contato com paraguaio talvez seria mais. Só que...eu acho que 

por isso que não é mais.  Eu acho que me falta guarani. (laughs) Eu acho que para eu 

chegar a 10 eu precisaria me mudar para a capital ou para uma cidade onde eu só teria 

contato com paraguaios e aprender guarani. (Bruna, 20-year-old female student, 

personal communication, October 14, 2020). 
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Believing that limited contact with outsiders is perhaps a trait common to the 

Paraguayan identity, Bruna does not consider her region as part of the “real” Paraguay and 

believes that living in her region is pretty much the same as living in Brazil: “É mais tem muito 

contato com brasileiro o tempo inteiro. As músicas que você escuta na rua, nos restaurantes, nos 

lugares aqui é todo brasileiro. As TVs são ligadas em todo lugar em canal brasileiro. Então é 

basicamente como está no Brasil.”    

While Bruna feel that certain challenges Brasiguayos face regarding their Paraguayan 

identity come from Paraguayans outside of the Brasiguayo, Juliana feels that there is also a 

strong challenge stemming from inside the Brasiguayo community. As she explains, the 

Brasiguayos residing in the EBR are overwhelmingly white and European in origin and racism 

against Paraguayans is still very common among the older generation. While it is becoming more 

common in mixed communities, intermarriage between Brasiguayos and Paraguayans is still 

considered taboo by older, first-generation Brasiguayos and in exclusively Brasiguayo 

communities.  

Eu digo muita comunidade fechada da nossa região no sentido do racismo. Da 

xenofobia. Existe por exemplo, aqui dentro do Santa Rita existe um, digamos que um 

bairro o algo assim, mais fora de Santa Rita que se chama Cerro Largo. Ali por exemplo 

são quatro famílias as que mandam naquela comunidade e só casam os filhos entre 

eles. Há uma certa ocasião a uma filha de um desses, que são imigrantes brasileiros, mas 

descendentes de europeus. Alemães, italianos, poloneses, então já vem todo aquele 

sangue entre aspas “europeu” ali, ne? Que fala muito alto. Então a filha de um desses 

que era de uma das famílias mais poderosas ali casou com uma pessoa negra. Então ela 

foi praticamente excluída da comunidade. Deve que vir morar aqui por Santa Rita, 
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dizemos entre aspas “por centro” porque lá na comunidade não tinha com ela morar 

com o marido dela por ele ser negro. Hoje em dia até existe uma aceitação maior 

então.  Mas ela já está 15 anos casada com o rapaz, mas naquele então foi um “shock”. 

Ainda nao resolveu misturar cultura. Misturar o sangue. Então até hoje existe sim o 

preconceito ou um racismo muito grande em relação a isso.  (Juliana, 24-year-old small 

business owner, personal communication, October 5, 2020).   

 

While it is more common for those living in mixed Brasiguayo and Paraguayan 

communities to have parents of one national origin, having mixed parents is not unheard of and 

is a phenomena that is becoming more and more common in mixed cities. A 23-year-old student 

from Santa Rita, Marcos’ perspective is unique as he is the only participant to come from a mixed 

Paraguayan –Brazilian family. While his father and half of his family is Paraguayan, they live in 

the northern city of Pedro Juan Caballeo, about an eight hour’s drive from Santa Rita. Having 

been raised in Santa Rita in a home dominated by Brazilian culture, Marcos relates more to 

Brasiguayos, and while he speaks Portuguese and Spanish fluently, he does not speak Guarani as 

well as his Paraguayan family. Here Marcos describes how his inability to speak the Guarani 

language makes it difficult for him to connect with both his family and with other Paraguayans: 

Cuando nosotros nos íbamos juntos con esos tíos, ellos, mis primos y los tíos hablaban 

en guaraní y yo estaba como que “perdido”, no entendía de que hablaba. Porque en 

casa no se hablaba en Guaraní, y eso me desconecto un poquito de la familia paraguaya, 

porque yo me iba y no entendía lo que decían (laughs). Y entonces siempre me prefería 

quedarme in Santa Rita antes que ir a viajar a la casa de los tíos. Cuando era niño, 

verdad. Después que crecí ya me acostumbre también, y..pero nunca aprendí al 100% 
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el guaraní. A hablar y entender. (Marcos, 23-year-old male student, personal 

communication, October 7, 2020). 

When asked to describe how Paraguayan he feels, he states: 

Yo diría que 7, ponele. Porque? Porque hay más de mi vida acá en Santa Rita, 

ya viví en Asunción, ya viví en Encarnación, visité bastante en el país, ehh me fui a 

varios lugares. Pero, lo que me desconecta un poco es el..como te dije el idioma guaraní, 

y la cultura en general, digamos, lo que pasa en la tele.. Canales paraguayos por 

ejemplo nunca estuve viendo, verdad? Lo que es la cultura, digamos, mediática de 

Paraguay.  Hay..el futbol por ejemplo. Pero eso es algo ya, mío. A mí no me interesa 

tanto el futbol, pero Paraguay es.. El paraguayo es muy Olimpista o Cerrista, 

verdad? Yo.. no tanto. Cuando hay una copa mundial, por ejemplo, estoy al favor de 

Paraguay, quiero que Paraguay gana, pero no voy a sacarla (take shirt off) ropa... Pero 

si, acompaño. Si, por ejemplo, pierde Paraguay, voy a Brasil. O sea, Brasil es mi 

segunda opción en este caso. Aunque estoy en Paraguay, entonces me siento 

como más identificado más con Paraguay, la selección. Y programas de televisión, y 

no sé.. Programas de humor o.. inclusos programas de humor que usan chistes 

en Guaraní y cosas que se comentaban.. que se comentan también, no soy tan 

involucrado en eso. (Marcos, 23-year-old male student, personal communication, 

October 7, 2020).  
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As shown in the previous examples, exclusivity and racism in Brasiguayo communities 

and their inability to speak Guarani are two factors that strongly disconnects them from 

Paraguayans and hinders their ability to participate in the national Paraguayan culture. Unable to 

connect, many second-generation Brasiguayos are disinterested in the country’s political 

environment and do not typically partake in political activities outside of their respective 

communities. Márcia, the 37-year-old lawyer from Alto Parana shares a joke explaining how the 

Brasiguayo’s inability to connect affects their political participation: “Dois amigos estavam 

viajando no um avião quando um acorda o outro e diz “compadre, acorda, o avião está 

caindo.” E o outro fala “Deixa cair, não é nosso mesmo”. É mais o menos por aí!! (laughs). Eu 

vejo que as pessoas não estão tão preocupadas se o avião vai cair.”  

A second major reason second-generation Brasiguayos do not participate in national 

politics is that they often feel Paraguayans are prejudice against them because of the events of 

the Triple Alliance War and their conflict with landless campesinos. Feeling excluded, many 

Brasiguayos choose not to actively participate in politics outside of their respective communities. 

When asked if there is a barrier to Brasiguayo political participation, Gabriel, the 22-year-old 

student from Santa Rita responded: “Una barrera? No creo que haya una barrera real, pero hay 

esa barrera del prejuicio. Que porque…muchos brasileros no quieren involucrarse, eso es cierto 

también, pero les cuesta también. Les cuesta porque en la política, como en otros temas, los 

paraguayos son muy encerrados. Entonces acaba que más paraguayos se meten y los brasileros 

solo votan, no es que están participando activamente, entiendes?”  

While he believes a barrier does exist, Gabriel goes on to state that second-generation 

Brasiguayos living in Santa Rita do, in fact, participate in politics as it is the city with the highest 

concentration of Brazilian people: “Pero en Santa Rita si yo conozco muchos brasileiros, 
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descendientes de brasileiros que sí participan. Pero es la realidad de Santa Rita porque, si no 

me equivoco, Santa Rita es la ciudad con más concentración de brasileros. También esta San 

Alberto y otras pequeñas como Naranjal pero Santa Rita es la más grande de todas. Entonces 

por eso está un poco más adelantado.”     

The “Brasiguayo” Identity: 

In a final examination of hybridity, a third component to this interview involved asking 

the participants what they think being Brasiguayo means and whether a Brasiguayo identity 

exists. In a similar fashion to the answers provided in the previous section, the responses and 

views on the Brasiguayo identity varied greatly between the participants of this study. When 

asked about her feelings regarding the Brasiguayo identity, Bruna stated that she both identifies 

with it and views it as a positive: “Sim. Eu me considero brasiguaia. Sempre digo. Eu acho que, 

para mim, brasileiros que ou se mudaram para acá...nascidos no Brasil mas se mudaram para 

acá...ou que nasceram aqui mas tem descendência brasileira. Eu acho que é muito bom. 

Experimentar as duas culturas desde criança eu acho que só faz bem, não mal.” 

 Affirming the existence of a hybrid identity, Fernanda, a 20-year-old female student 

from Santa Rita, believes that the Brasiguayo identity is not constructed by birthplace or by 

where your family is from. She believes it is a personal choice based on how one feels towards 

being a part of either culture: “Es más cultura porque…más cultura. Porque supuestamente 

sería brasilera brasileira porque soy hija de brasileiros verdad? No soy una Brasiguaya. No soy 

hijo de paraguayo y una brasilera o un brasileiro y una paraguaya verdad? Es más como 

vos queres sentir. Entonces me siento más un poco de ambos porque me gusta ambos. No puedo 

decir que no me gusta Paraguay o no me gusta Brasil. Entonces soy un poquito de ambos.  Soy 

paraguaya! (laughs)  Soy brasileira!  Y soy Brasiguaya también!”  
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Somewhat in the middle, Maria, an 18-year-old student from Santa Rita, believes the 

term “Brasiguayo” is inherently neutral but that it is often used against people like her. She also 

notes that while people understand that the term may be taken in a negative manner, there is no 

other term easy enough to use that can replace it. She claims that while she does not like how the 

term is used, she does identify as a Brasiguaya: 

Que es un brasiguayo, verdad? No me gusta (la palabra) también. Si alguien me 

pregunta, siempre digo “soy paraguaya”, y ahí empieza hablar “si… hija 

de brasileiros”..ya responde a la siguiente pregunta.  Es neutral. La mayoría que se 

denomina Brasiguayo nació acá y sus padres son brasileiros. Es que la gente uso (el 

termino) mucho tiempo con una manera más prejudicial, verdad? “Sos Brasiguaya, no es 

que sos paraguaya”. O que no existe el término, como tu nacionalidad te va 

hacer Brasiguaya? Y entonces se usó mucho mal por un tiempo, pero ahora medio que 

todo ya usan…no es una forma mala de decir, pero… no había otro término también 

para usar. (Maria, 20-year-old student, personal communication, October 5, 2020).  

   

Affirming the existence of a hybrid Brasiguayo culture, Juliana, the 24-year-old store 

owner from Santa Rita, provides a beautiful description of what it means to be Brasiguayo: 

Um brasiguaio...o que é ser brasiguaio? É uma pessoa que veia de uma família 

brasileira mas vive na cultura paraguaia. O que seria isso? Minha casa é uma casa 

brasileira. É uma casa onde se toma chimarrão. Onde se ouve música gauchesca. Onde 

se come arroz e feijão. Churrasco. ????? que eu faço? Eu não passo um dia do ano sem 

tomar um terere. Não existe essa possibilidade. Terere juija (???) domingo a domingo. 
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Chipa. A música paraguaia em si. Existe coisa mais linda que escutar uma guarania? 

Uma polca? Uma arpa bem tocada? Então é alguém que nasceu das duas culturas. É 

aquela mistura de café da manhã é uma chipa, almoço é uma carne de panela e arroz e 

feijão, meia tarde el terere no falta hay. É uma mistura dos dois. É o na manhã uma 

polca, na tarde o sertanejo, da noite uma gauchesca, e despertador novamente um vori 

(laughs).  Eu particularmente eu vejo como uma coisa negativa porque como falei antes 

“no tan brasileiro para ser brasileiro, no tan paraguayo para ser paraguayo.” Então é 

sempre aquele meio-termo. Nunca posso me considerar 100% paraguaia ne 100% 

brasileira. Sempre aquele meio-termo. Aquela...sempre es tibio, ni caliente ni frio. Eu 

vejo como uma coisa negativa porque a gente nunca pode tomar um lado totalmente. 

“Como que você vai defender os brasileiros se você é paraguaia também?”, “Como você 

vai defender os paraguaios se você é brasileira também?”  Então eu vejo como uma 

coisa negativa. Mas obviamente cada um com a sua opinião né? (Juliana, 24-year-old 

small business owner, personal communication, October 5, 2020). 

 

While Juliana loves the multi-cultural aspect of being Brasiguaya, she, like Maria, 

believes that the term to be a derogatory one. When asked if she is proud to be Brasiguaya, 

Juliana stated: 

Eu sim. Eu vejo como um termo negativo quando é falado para outras pessoas. Por 

exemplo “aquele brasiguaio”. Mas eu me sinto orgulhosa porque eu posso dizer que eu 

sou filha de duas nações. Eu sou filha de duas nações. Eu nasci em uma e a outra me 

abraço e me creio. E o misto de culturas, é uma diversidade... imagina a mistura de 
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culturas. Obviamente que, por exemplo, que na uma festa, é uma coisa muita confusa. 

Para você for organizar uma festa você tem que organizar as duas coisas. É mais 

complicado. Mas sim, eu tenho muito orgulho de poder dizer que eu sou um fruto do 

misto de culturas. (Juliana, 24-year-old small business owner, personal communication, 

October 5, 2020). 

 

On the other side of the argument, Márcia, a 37-year-old lawyer and farm owner from 

Alto Parana does not believe that there is such a thing as a hybrid Brasiguayo identity and does 

not admit to being Brasiguaya. She believes that the term has a negative connotation and is 

meant to disassociate her from the land she lives on:  

Ahi esta, “Brasiguaio” não é nada. Eu acho que é injusto usar a expressão 

“Brasiguaio”. Lógico, eu muitas vezes acabo falando, mas não é algo que me sonha 

como agradável. Porque não existe o país “Brasiguai” (laughs).  Um Brasiguayo seria 

um brasileiro que vem morando no Paraguai. Mas os paraguaios que foram morar no 

Brasil ou numa Espanha não é, ou Paranholes...você não veja isso. Então, porque vai ter 

“Brasiguaios”?  Porque ou vejo que nós não temos um pertencimento real a nenhum ne 

outro país. E eu acho que isso passa ser cruel. Principalmente partindo de que, assim 

como você, nós já viemos de uma situação de ter que deixar o que era a nossa terra. E 

muitos não poder trazer nem sobrenome junto. E é como se é uma história muito triste se 

repetisse, onde você não tem uma terra definida, uma certeza, e talvez nenhum 

sobrenome. E então, nesse sentido acho muito ruim.  Eu não sou brasiguaia não, eu não 
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admito. Eu sou paraguaia.  (Márcia, 37-year-old female lawyer, personal 

communication, October 12, 2020). 

Similarly to Márcia, Gabriel, the 22 year old student from Santa Rita, also does not like 

to be associated with the term “Brasiguayo” as he feels that it is commonly used by Paraguayans 

to negate his belonging to Paraguay: When asked whether he identifies as both Brazilian and 

Paraguayans, he responded:  “No. Yo me considero paraguayo no más. Y me siento ofendido 

cuando quieren imponer que soy ambos, que soy brasiguayo, que soy brasilero. Yo tomo eso 

como una ofensa personal. O sea que la persona quiere empujarme eso, entiendes? Pero si la 

persona me quiere inculcar eso, verdad? No si me pregunto o me dicen “oh, sos brasiguayo?”. 

Ahí yo les explico la situación, mi situación, como yo me siento. Y si esa persona no quiere 

aceptar eso y sigue enfatizando o sigo inculcando que soy brasiguayo, ahí si le tomo como 

ofensa.” 

 Additionally, when asked about whether he is proud of his Brazilian heritage, Gabriel 

responded that while he is not ashamed of it, he will make a strong effort to disassociate himself 

and his future children from both the Brasiguayo and the Brazilian identity: 

No tengo vergüenza pero no te voy a decir que tengo orgullo de pertenecer a Brasil. Yo, 

si pudiese elegir eso, prefería de ser paraguayo no más. O sea, no negando mi familia 

obviamente verdad? Pero me gustaría ser de descendencia paraguaya. Que mi familia 

también fuera paraguaya. Yo por ejemplo cuando tenga mi familia y tengo mis hijos, yo 

no quiero enseñarles el portugués. Yo les voy a enseñar en castellano. En mi casa se van 

hablar en castellano. Consecuentemente después van a aprender el portugués. No les voy 

a negar eso también. Pero su idioma materno va a ser el castellano. Yo voy a 
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transformar. Mi familia va a ser paraguaya a raíz, por decir así.   (Gabriel, 22-year-old 

male student, personal communication, October 19, 2020) 

Concluding this chapter, the responses given by the participants of this study tell the 

stories of second-generation Brasiguayos living in mixed communities in the EBR. In agreement 

with previous research on Brasiguayos, the responses provided prove that these participants 

continue to live in a highly transnational manner and engage with the cultures of both their 

families’ country of origin, Brazil, and of their adoptive country of Paraguay. Challenging 

Grimson (2006)’s assertion that the Brasiguayos are not a case of hybrid culture, the responses 

provided in this chapter include evidence pointing to an emergence of a hybrid Brasiguayo 

culture in mixed communities. Finally, the different responses show that although the 

participants have commonalities and a common background, there is a large disparity in their 

opinions regarding issues of identity, citizenship, and belonging. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

Exploring the notion of a uniquely “Brasiguayo” identity, the results presented in this study 

help us understand the different cultural settings that construct the modern identity of second-

generation Brasiguayos living in mixed communities. Drawing from previous research on the 

Brasiguayos, this study has employed a framework based on transnationalism, hybridism, and 

cultural citizenship to examine the views and opinions second-generation Brasiguayos hold 

towards their identity, citizenship and belonging to Paraguay. The results of this study highlight 

several major findings that will contribute to the future understanding of the Brasiguayos living 

in Paraguay. 

The first major finding provided by this study stems from the examination of the different 

cultural spaces that exist in lives of second-generation Brasiguayos. Connected to both Brazilian 

and Paraguayan culture, the highly transnational second-generation Brasiguayos experience 

Brazilian and Paraguayan cultures in distinct spaces that overlap primarily under informal 

settings in mixed communities. Previous research has indicated that the case of the Brasiguayos 

cannot be considered a case of a hybrid culture do to the fact that there is not actual intermixing 

between Brazilian migrants and Paraguayans. However, the results of this study show how the 

cultural overlap present in the EBR’s mixed communities points to an emergence of hybrid 

Brasiguayo culture.  

The second major finding indicated in this study concerns the transnational identity of 

second-generation Brasiguayos. As addressed in Chapter 4, the identity of second-generation 

Brasiguayos is a fluid concept which, depending on the communities they live in, greatly varies 

on an individual basis. While all of the participants interviewed self-identify in some measure to 

be both Brazilian and Paraguayan, the large majority identified themselves to be much more 
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Paraguayan than Brazilian. Although they identify as Paraguayans, they acknowledge that their 

identities are challenged by racism present in the Brasiguayo community, their inability to speak 

Guarani, and by their continued portrayal as the ‘Other’ by Paraguayans living outside of their 

communities. As a result, some second-generation Brasiguayos feel less Paraguayan than others 

and feel that they continue to remain on the outside of mainstream Paraguayan society.  

The third major finding provided by this study concerns the existence of a uniquely 

Brasiguayo identity. As shown in the results of this study, some of the participants view their 

Brasiguayo identity as a positive and enjoy being called “Brasiguayos”. On the other hand, some 

participants reject the term, do not identify as such, and regard it as a means for Paraguayans to 

challenge their presence in the country. Thus, it can be concluded that while the second-

generation Brasiguayos are aware of their Brasiguayo identity, not all choose to identify with it. 

As noted in Chapter 1, the presence of the Brasiguayos in Paraguay is clearly becoming more 

relevant as time passes, and there are several recommendations for future research that I would 

like to provide. Constrained by the COVID-19 pandemic, the first recommendation I have is to 

conduct an extension of this study into a non-restricted, full-length research dissertation. Despite 

providing several significant results, the findings of this study are based on the views of only 

eight participants, a number which in all probability does not reflect the beliefs of the entire 

second-generation Brasiguayo population living in Paraguay. If given more time, I would have 

increased the number of people interviewed in this project and would have included more 

second-generation Brasiguayos from more inclusive, non-mixed communities. Additionally, 

while my findings of hybridity are significant, I strongly believe that I could have collected more 

information and evidence of its existence if I had traveled to the EBR to conduct field research. 
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Were it not for the restrictions stemming from the pandemic, I would have spent valuable time in 

the EBR and observed the cultural spaces where Brazilian culture and Paraguayan overlap. 

 A second research recommendation I would like to provide concerns an investigation into 

the political involvement of the Brasiguayos and the influences they have in Paraguayan politics. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, Brasiguayos struggle to participate in political elections outside of 

their respective communities and do not currently hold office in Paraguay’s Senate or House of 

Representatives (Marquez, et al., 2013). This is highly peculiar considering they have now 

reached a population of over 500,000 and are the driving force responsible for the country’s 

booming soy industry. While the Brasiguayos have been continuously supported by the ruling 

Partido Colorado, they continue to face challenges from both the landless Paraguayan 

campesinos and from the opposition politicians who defend them. With this in mind, it would be 

interesting to find out how the Brasiguayos are able to maintain their political and economic 

interests and what would happen should the political situation in Paraguay suddenly change.  

 My final recommendation for future research concerns conducting an investigation of the 

Brasiguayos as case of Serial Migration, a concept defined by scholar Lok Siu (2005: 86) to be 

"a circuitous and open-ended process that entails crossing multiple national borders over an 

extended period of time and often over generations as well.” As described in Chapter 1, the large 

majority of the Brasiguayos living in the EBR had migrated from Rio Grande do Sul and were, 

themselves, children of 1st generation European immigrants to Brazil. Proving this point, all but 

one of the participants of this study mentioned having European grandparents of various 

backgrounds. With this I mind, I believe the Brasiguayos would make a great case study for 

future research on Serial Migration.  
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ANNEX 1 
Interview Questions 

Interview Questions:   

1. Background:   

a. How old are you?   

b. Where do you live?  

c. Were you born in Paraguay? In Brazil?  

d. When and from where did you or your family immigrate to Paraguay?   

e. Why did your family immigrate to Paraguay?  

f. Do you hold dual citizenship? Paraguay/Brazil/Other?  

g. Where do you live now? Where does family live now? Mostly in Brazil or 

Paraguay?  

h. What kind of work do you do? What kind of work does your family do? Is this a 

common occupation for Brazilians living in Paraguay?  

i. Do you face economic hardships? Do you worry about money? How do your 

hardships compare to ones faced by other groups living in Paraguay?   

2. What is your culture?  

a. What is your religion?  

b. What holidays do you celebrate? Paraguayan? Brazilian?  

c. What food do you eat at home?   

d. What music do you listen to?   

e. What tv/movies do you watch?  

3. What’s your experience with language?  

a. What languages do you speak?  

b. In your home, what is the primary language you use?  

c. Who, when, and in what context do you feel comfortable speaking the different 

languages you know?  

d. How important is language in your experience as a Brazilian immigrant?  

i.How important is Spanish/Portuguese/Guarani in your daily life?   

e. Do you sound Brasiguayo? Do you have an accent specific to your 

region/culture?  

f. Do people notice your accent? Do people know you are an immigrant by the way 

you speak?   

g. Do you experience discrimination based on language? Do you get treated 

differently due to your accent / perception of nationality? Do other immigrants 

experience discrimination? Is there discrimination based on language?  

4. What are your major sources of news, Newspapers, Websites, Television?   

a. Do you follow the news?   

b. What language do you receive your news in?  

c. From what country?  

d. Have you seen any news articles relating to Brasiguayos in the news/media?   

e. Were they negative or positive?   

f. How do these articles make you feel?   

5. Do you use social media?  

a. What is your social media medium of choice? WhatsApp / FB / Tik Tok  
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b. Do you follow global? National? Community social media?  

c. Who do you communicate with via social media?   

i.Friends? Family? Paraguayan? Brazilian?  

d. What are the different groups you participate in?  

i.Brasiguayos / Brasileiros in PY  

6. What are the different groups of Brazilian Migrants living in Paraguay?   

a. What are the differences?  

b. What group do you belong to?   

c. Do you relate to other Brazilian Immigrants in Paraguay?   

d. Do you feel like you are a part of a community?  

7. Are you politically active?  

a. Do you vote in elections? Municipal Elections? National Elections? Both 

countries?  

b. What political organizations are you a part of?  

c. What political activities are you involved in?  

d. Do you feel that your political/economic interests are represented in local/national 

politics?  

e. What issues are you most concerned about?   

f. Does the economic and political relationship between Brazil and 

Paraguay impact your life?  

8. How do you perceive yourself?  

a. Do you perceive yourself to be Paraguayan? How Paraguayan (from 1-10) do you 

perceive yourself? Why?  

b. Do you perceive yourself to be Brazilian? How Brazilian (from 1-10) do you 

perceive yourself? Why?  

c. Do you consider yourself to be both Brazilian AND Paraguayan?   

d. Have you heard of the term Brasiguayo? How do you define the 

term Brasiguayo? Who is a Brasiguayo? Is there such a thing?  

e. What does term Brasiguayo mean to you? Is it good or bad?  

f. How are “Brasiguayos” perceived by people in Brazil?  

g. How are “Brasiguayos” perceived by people in Paraguay?  

h. Do you feel that you belong in Paraguay?   

i. Where do you see yourself in the future? Do you ever intend to move to Brazil? 

Do you see your future in Paraguay?  
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